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ABSTRACT

Modeling and Projection of the North American Monsoon using a High-Resolution Regional Climate Model

by

Jonathan D.D. Meyer, Doctor of Philosophy

Utah State University, 2017

Major Professor: Dr. Jiming Jin
Department: Plants, Soils and Climate

This dissertation aims to better understand how various climate modeling approaches affect the fidelity of the North American Monsoon (NAM), as well as the sensitivity of the future state of the NAM under a global warming scenario. Here, we improved over current fully-coupled general circulation models (GCM), which struggle to fully resolve the controlling dynamics responsible for the development and maintenance of the NAM. To accomplish this, we dynamically downscaled a GCM with a regional climate model (RCM). The advantage here being a higher model resolution that improves the representation of processes on scales beyond that which GCMs can resolve. However, as all RCM applications are subject to the transference of biases inherent to the parent GCM, this study developed and evaluated a process to reduce these biases. Pertaining to both precipitation and the various controlling dynamics of the NAM, we found simulations driven by these bias-corrected forcing conditions performed moderately better across a 32-year historical climatology than simulations driven by the original GCM data.

Current GCM consensus suggests future tropospheric warming associated with increased radiative forcing as greenhouse gas concentrations increase will suppress the NAM convective environment through greater atmospheric stability. This mechanism yields later onset dates and a generally drier season, but a slight increase to the intensity during July-August. After comparing downscaled simulations forced with original and
corrected forcing conditions, we argue that the role of unresolved GCM surface features such as changes to the Gulf of California evaporation lead to a more convective environment. Even when downscaling the original GCM data with known biases, the inclusion of these surface features altered and in some cases reversed GCM trends throughout the southwest United States. This reversal towards a wetter NAM is further magnified in future bias-corrected simulations, which suggest (1) fewer average number of dry days by the end of the 21st century (2) onset occurring up to two to three weeks earlier than the historical average, and (3) more extreme daily precipitation values. However, consistent across each GCM and RCM model is the increase in inter-annual variability, suggesting greater susceptibility to drought conditions in the future.

(143 pages)
The North American Monsoon (NAM) is a dominant climate feature across the southwestern United States and Mexico during the summertime. Rainfall from the NAM elicits a significant response from the regional ecology as well as supports the socioeconomic well-being of both rural and urban populations. Due to the large variability in the yearly intensity and location of where the NAM rainfall occurs, the region is highly susceptible to prolonged and exceptional periods of drought; compounded by significant population growth projections through the 21st century. Reliable prediction for the NAM is highly beneficial on timescales ranging from short-term weather forecasting to longer climate timescales spanning seasonal, decadal, or even century intervals. This project aims to better understand the NAM processes and mechanisms in order to improve the reliability of NAM predictability. To improve seasonal predictability, we examined biases across a network of western United States snowpack observations used to infer the NAM onset timing as well as the seasonal intensity. Furthermore, by using a high-resolution regional climate model (RCM), we improved upon current future projections of the NAM, which are based on global climate models (GCM). Whereas these coarse-resolution GCMs have proven to be inappropriate at resolving many of the processes controlling the NAM, the increased model resolution of the RCM (leading to a better representation of surface features and the land-atmosphere interactions represented in the model) yielded an improved historical evaluation period. Our RCM simulations suggest the overall future drying trend predicted by GCMs likely doesn’t factor in important processes responsible for thunderstorm activity. By including these effects, our RCM future projections indicate the average state of the future NAM will (1) onset earlier in the year, (2) bring greater total seasonal
rainfall and, (3) contain more extreme daily rainfall amounts. However, despite the suggestion that average rainfall from the NAM will increase, analysis of year-to-year variability indicates a greater propensity for severe and frequent drought conditions during below-average years, suggesting the continued need to develop a more sustainable approach to long-term water resources across the region.
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1.1 The global monsoon system

Bisecting periods of dry climate, global monsoon systems provide critical water resources to both ecological and socioeconomic systems such as agriculture and urban centers (Webster 1998). Roughly half of the world’s population lives in or depends on monsoon-influenced climates. These populations are mostly found in developing countries without well-established infrastructure and are currently experiencing urbanization, which makes these them highly vulnerable to monsoon variability. Monsoon systems of varying strengths can be found over all tropical and sub-tropical continents. However, the most dominant monsoon systems are found over India and Southeast Asia, Indo-Australia, and West Africa, with lesser monsoon systems occurring in North and South America (Webster 1998). The timing of monsoon onset, seasonal intensity, and interannual variability all have profound impacts on the various cultures dependent on the life-giving monsoon rainfall.

The fundamental mechanism behind global monsoons develops as solar insolation increases during the transition between spring and summer months. This transition period experiences significant heating of the landmasses that outpaces the heating of surrounding ocean bodies (Trenberth et al. 2000). This asymmetric heating alters the large-scale pressure patterns, resulting in the seasonal reversal of atmospheric winds characterized by an onshore, sea-breeze type flow. Additionally, existing in close
proximity to warm tropical sea surface temperatures (SST) with strong surface evaporation, the monsoon circulation pumps moisture-laden air into the interior of the continent by entraining the warm and humid tropical air mass. The combination of the shift in atmospheric circulation in reaction to the asymmetric land-ocean heating with the associated moisture transport from humid tropical air masses is what traditionally defines a monsoon system.

The degree to which monsoon rainfall impacts the annual total precipitation varies from monsoon to monsoon but the wettest locations on Earth coincide with the Indian-Asian monsoon. In fact, in association with the Indian-Asian monsoon the World Meteorological Organization lists the world record for 48-hour rainfall at 2,493 mm (98.15 inches), which fell at Cherrapunji, India in June 1995. This site also holds the record for greatest 12-month period of rainfall, at 26,470 mm (86 feet 10 inches) of rain from August 1860 to July 1861. While an extreme example, this goes to show the substantial weather and climate events that can occur with the associated flooding during such events cause substantial impacts to infrastructure as well as loss of life. However, monsoon systems are also susceptible to periods of drought, which can pose equally negative socioeconomic threats (Webster 1998).

1.2 The North American monsoon

Although much less intense than the Asian and Indo-Australian monsoons, the North American monsoon (NAM) occurs over a drought susceptible region, and therefore still plays a critical role in the regional hydrologic cycle. Regional ecology, agriculture, and
socioeconomic systems throughout Mexico and the southwestern United States are all highly dependent on NAM rainfall while experiencing threats from severe weather, flash flooding, and lightning-triggered wildfires (Ray et al. 2007).

Similar to other global monsoons, the North American Monsoon (NAM) bisects a period of extremely dry climate both preceding and following the pronounced seasonal shift in atmospheric circulation and moisture transport. Although substantially less intense than other global monsoons and with considerably larger spatiotemporal variability, the NAM can contribute upwards of 40% and 70% of the annual total precipitation for the perennially dry southwest U.S. and northwest Mexico, respectively (Douglas et al. 1993; Higgins et al. 1997). Reproduced from Adams and Comrie (1997), Fig. 1.1 shows the monthly climatological rainfall for specific locations across the NAM domain and illustrates the various contributions the NAM has on annual precipitation. During the mature phase of the NAM, locations across northwest Mexico and the southwestern United States can receive mean daily precipitation values up to 5 mm day\(^{-1}\) with the most intense precipitation of up to 10 mm day\(^{-1}\) occurring over southern Mexico and along the Sierra Madre Occidental (SMO) mountain range (Douglas et al. 1993).

Upper-air atmospheric observations indicate that the NAM system typically begins to organize in early June, and the transition to the summertime regime is often quick and dramatic, with rainfall onset first occurring along the southernmost extent of the SMO mountain range. This elevated topographical feature gives way to lowlands which receive up to 80% or 90% of the maximum possible solar insolation leading to summer surface
air temperatures which often exceed 40 °C (Adams and Comrie 1997). As the warm season progresses, the NAM system intensifies and expands northward bringing convective rain throughout the southwest United States before it reaches maturity around mid-July. A clear definition of the terminal date for the NAM season is muddled by ambiguity between synoptic- and NAM-driven rainfall, but lingering remnants of the NAM often last into late September.

Fig. 1.1 Monthly distribution of climatological precipitation for specific locations across the North American Monsoon domain. Dashed black line delineates the region where greater than 50% of annual precipitation occurs between July and September. Taken from Adams and Comrie (1997).
1.3 Dynamics of the North American monsoon

What distinguishes the NAM is a reduced role of the dominant synoptic (large-scale) shift in atmospheric circulation and moisture transport typical of the other larger global monsoons. Instead, the controlling dynamics of the NAM span a broad range of scales from continental similar to other global monsoons down to the smallest mesoscales (Berbery 2001). The specific geographic orientation of the region’s land and water bodies allows these smaller scales to play a larger role than other global monsoons, and what makes the NAM particularly well suited for higher resolution climate modeling. This section provides an overview of the various controlling dynamics of the NAM system across the synoptic and mesoscales. Although the traditional asymmetric land-sea heating and resulting shift in synoptic atmospheric circulation is still present in the NAM system, early work by Mosiño and Garcia (1974) noted that both orography and atmospheric disturbances are needed to explain the climatological rainfall patterns associated with the NAM. In part, the reliance on smaller-scale mechanisms associated with the regional topography is why such large spatiotemporal variability exists across the NAM region when compared to other global monsoons. It is these smaller scale interactions with the land surface, regional topography and coastal orientation that are now understood to be just as important as the large-scale synoptic conditions for the maintenance of the NAM system.

1.3.1 The upper-level anticyclone

Beginning at the largest scales, the synoptic evolution of the NAM anticyclone develops in reaction to several mechanisms. First, in response to the seasonal northward
shift of the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone, the sub-tropical ridge/trough guide also shifts north (Trenberth et al. 2000). At the same time, warming SST’s in the West Atlantic allows a westward expansion of the south Atlantic sub-tropical high-pressure (Barlow et al. 1998). Combining these two processes with the increased heating over the continental landmass allows the development and maintenance of the NAM anticyclone, which peaks over the southwestern United States and Northern Mexico. Furthermore, as the NAM season reaches maturity, diabatic heating in the upper troposphere from deep convection throughout the region further strengthens the NAM anticyclone (Barlow et al. 1998). Taken from Douglas (1993), Fig. 1.2 shows the May 1979-1989 500-hPa analysis of winds, streamlines and dewpoint (°C) for May, June, and July. The synoptic moisture transport is typically directed around the western edge of the NAM anticyclone, and therefore the seasonal position of this circulation often coincides with the location of most intense NAM rainfall, especially across the northern periphery of the NAM region across the southwest United States (Barlow et al. 1998). An eastward displacement of the anticyclone relative to normal typically produces a corresponding eastward shift in rainfall anomalies and vice versa.

1.3.2 Moisture source

Before reliable observations were made of the NAM environment, there was much debate in the literature regarding the true moisture source. Although it might appear trivial, the source of moisture has been implicated with seasonal predictability (Schmitz and Mullen 1996) and with the development of the convective environment (Stensrud et
al. 1995). The first attempts to describe the moisture source for the NAM was performed by Bryson and Lowry (1955) whose analysis of upper atmospheric geopotential height fields implied the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) was the sole source. Subsequent field studies performed by Reitan (1957) showed that the bulk of NAM precipitable water occurs below 800 hPa, which rules the GoM out as the primary moisture source when considering the continental divide rises above this level.

Fig. 1.2 1979-1989 500-hPa analysis of streamlines (solid lines), winds (barbs), and dewpoint (°C dashed lines) for May (a), June (b), and July (c). Taken from Douglas (1993).
Analyzing moisture flux across the region, Rasmusson (1967) showed the Gulf of California (GoC) and surrounding eastern tropical Pacific (ETP) was a more likely source for NAM moisture. This finding was further reinforced by studies by Hales (1972) and later by Brenner (1974) whose investigations coined the term “gulf surge” to describe impulsive events where atmospheric moisture from the GoC and ETP is funneled into the interior of the continent. These events are confined to the lower troposphere, typically below 700 hPa, and the moisture transported by these surge events is thought to augment convective activity over the interior of the landmass (Adams and Comrie 1997). However, whereas the GoC and ETP are now understood to be the primary sources for the bulk of NAM moisture—especially at the lower levels—the GoM still contributes low-level moisture east of the continental divide, as well as upper-level moisture for the entire NAM region. A comprehensive description of the numerous studies describing the mechanics of gulf surge events is nicely summarized in Adams and Comrie (1997). Cumulatively, these studies bring to light the fact that gulf surge events do not entirely account for the total moisture transport from the GoC and ETP over the desert southwest.

1.3.3 The low-level jet

Although the mechanisms at the time of early observations of gulf surge events were not fully understood, Hales (1974) speculated “a natural channel about 200 miles wide exists from the tropical Pacific to the deserts of the southwestern United States.” This early speculation on how the regional topography can funnel distant moisture over the desert southwest would ultimately turn out to be correct. Field studies using rawinsonde and aircraft observations across the region exposed the presence of a shallow southerly
low-level jet (LLJ) oriented parallel to the GoC (Douglas 1995; Reyes et al. 1994). This LLJ exhibits a highly diurnal cycle with peak wind speeds occurring during early morning hours that could reach ~20 m s$^{-1}$, sometimes lasting into the late morning hours (Douglas 1995). The mechanism producing the LLJ occurs as a result of uneven heating between the GoC and SMO. The resulting temperature and pressure gradient drives an onshore and upslope flow perpendicular to the coastline. This sea breeze flow peaks in the late afternoon to early evening hours and the associated moisture convergence is responsible for the highly diurnal afternoon convection over the foothills and highlands of the SMO (Douglas, 1998). The onshore sea-breeze flow reverses to a downslope flow overnight as the land surface begins to radiatively cool. This offshore land-breeze flow peaks in the early morning hours. The strong diurnal nature of the LLJ occurs because daytime heating induces boundary layer convection that vertically redistributes the horizontal momentum of the southerly flow, the GoC LLJ is only allowed to strengthen during nocturnal cooling when the near-surface stable layer minimizes the vertical transfer of momentum. Taken from Douglas (1995), Fig. 1.3 represents pilot and balloon observations of the diurnal nature of the mesoscale circulation at 450m above ground level. The mesoscale circulations resulting from the interaction between the GoC and surrounding topography represents one of the controlling mesoscale mechanisms that distinguishes the NAM from other global monsoons.

1.3.4 The gulf surge phenomenon

Except for the core of the NAM region along the SMO (where the diurnal sea-breeze drives persistent afternoon convection) rainfall across northwest Mexico and the
southwest United States can be highly variable in space and time. Across the northern periphery, convective activity is closely tied with the frequency and intensity of gulf moisture surges, which despite occurring in nearly every monsoon season, have a large interannual (Brenner 1974) and interseasonal (Stensrud et al. 1997) variability.

Fig. 1.3 Mean pilot balloon winds (dashed) and streamlines (solid) analysis at 450m AGL at 1200, 1800, 0000, and 0600 UTC over the monsoon region. Isotachs with contours at 3, 5, and 7 m s\(^{-1}\) are also shown at 1200 UTC with the jet core shaded in the 1200 UTC panel. Terrain shading represents elevations above 915 m (3000 ft), 1830 m (6000 ft), and 2745 m (9000 ft). Taken from Douglas (1995).
Fig. 1.4 taken from Adams and Comrie (1997) illustrates the various components associated with the gulf surge phenomena. Mesoscale modeling studies by Stensrud et al. (1997) point to a few key components that when aligned, produce the strongest gulf surges. In the upper levels, the corresponding passage of a westward-moving mid-latitude trough with an easterly tropical wave helps enhance the synoptic northerly transport of tropical moisture. This enhanced synoptic moisture transport can be further augmented by the mesoscale moisture transport associated with the GoC LLJ. Lastly, the presence of a semi-permanent low-level thermal low that develops from the intense surface heating over the lowlands of the Colorado River valley helps further draw in moisture.

1.4 Global teleconnections and interannual variability of the North American monsoon

Whereas land and ocean systems help control the development and maintenance of the NAM, so do the anomalies within these systems help modulate the interannual variability. Due to the significantly dry mean annual conditions across the region, the interannual variability of the NAM can be quite large. In fact, the interannual variability in parts of the southwest United States can exceed the mean seasonal rainfall itself (Higgins et al. 1998). At the most fundamental level, the primary driving factor on NAM variability comes from the variability of global ocean SSTs, which can have both direct effects on the evolution and intensity of the NAM and indirect effects from antecedent climate conditions.
Fig. 1.4 Conceptualization of the various components involved in the gulf surge phenomena. Taken from Adams and Comrie (1997).
Technically, the impacts of western United States snow cover and soil moisture on the timing and evolution of the NAM system represents a direct effect. Zhu et al. (2005) described the connection between antecedent wintertime snowpack conditions such as springtime soil moisture and surface temperature with summertime rainfall across the southwest United States. This connection exists due to seasonal spatiotemporal variability of wintertime snowpack. As the spring equinox approaches and increasing solar insolation drives the spring meltoff shifts the landscape to a lower surface albedo, increasing net absorbed radiation. As the soil and surface become exposed, the increasing net radiation is preferentially partitioned towards latent heat of evaporation as opposed to sensible heat acting to warm the ground. An inverse relationship exists where wet winters tend to lead to later snowmelt and greater soil moisture, which can delay the timing of the necessary asymmetrical land-ocean heating driven by peak land-surface heating as the region’s soil dries. Thus, variability in the wintertime conditions can directly affect the timing of the onset of the monsoon. Observational analysis by Higgins et al. (1998) showed that timing of onset plays a role in total seasonal NAM rainfall. By extending (shortening) the NAM season, years with early (late) NAM onset typically ended with above (below) average monsoon rainfall totals.

Although the direct impacts through the surface energy budget help modulate NAM variability, this mechanism actually represents an indirect effect when considering the variability of western United States wintertime precipitation is remotely modulated through teleconnections associated with ocean SSTs. Higgins et al. (1998) made the connection between equatorial Pacific SST variability and the aforementioned western
United States wintertime precipitation. This El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) affects winter and springtime storm track over the West Coast on an approximately four- to seven-year frequency. In addition to the equatorial Pacific SST effects through the ENSO teleconnection, Mo and Paegle (2000) found a multi-decadal link between north Pacific SSTs and NAM variability that once again, influences western United States storm tracks. By directly influencing antecedent snow pack, these ocean teleconnections have an indirect effect on the NAM system and ultimately, the interannual variability of rainfall across the region.

In addition to indirect effects from antecedent climate conditions, past studies have found direct impacts from remote global teleconnections on the development and maintenance of the NAM system. Carleton et al. (1990) found a positive relationship between the evolution of the sub-tropical ridge and the surrounding Pacific Ocean, GoC, and GoM SSTs. Additionally, the spatiotemporal variability in SSTs can directly impact the magnitude and location of peak surface evaporation. Where above average SSTs are found, elevated surface evaporation can be entrained by the overlying NAM circulation resulting in periods of strong and frequent moisture surge events that can contribute to a strong overall NAM season.

1.5 Climate modeling and projecting the future of the NAM

Several unique types of modeling approaches are used to project future climate. Ranging from coarse-resolution global climate models (GCM) to higher-resolution regional climate models (RCM), each approach has a unique set of advantages and
disadvantages that ensures there is no perfect modeling approach for future climate projections. Due to the obvious societal implications, much effort has been given to investigating the impact of global warming on the future NAM system.

1.5.1 Global climate models

The Climate Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) is an international assembly of GCM models independently developed by various nations including U.S. agencies. Investigation into global monsoon shifts in each of the phases 2, 3 and 5 of CMIP GCM simulations has shown an ensemble consensus for a shift in seasonality (delayed onset and retreat phases) with greater late season rainfall for the global monsoon system (Seager et al. 2007, CMIP2; Seth et al. 2011, CMIP3; Cook and Seager, 2013, Seth et al. 2013, CMIP5). During the pre-onset stage of the global monsoon season (May and June), increased tropospheric stability from a warmer climate and lesser low-level atmospheric moisture from decreased evapotranspiration reinforce each other to create what is commonly referred to as the springtime “convective barrier.” As the warm season progresses, increasing moisture convergence eventually overcomes this convective barrier resulting in a period of moderately enhanced precipitation activity relative to historical normals for the period (Seth et al. 2010). For the NAM, Bukovsky et al. (2013) reported that a combination of poorly resolved land-atmosphere interactions and biased atmospheric circulation led to CMIP simulations that contained sufficient uncertainty and spread between individual ensemble members.
The main deficiency of CMIP models stems from horizontal grid spacing, which is too coarse to appropriately describe finer-scale processes linked to complex terrain, coastlines or large surface heterogeneities (McGregor, 1997); all of which play a measureable role in the NAM system. In fact, mountain/no mountain GCM experiments performed by Broccoli and Manabe (1992) highlighted the importance of regional topography when developing a vigorous circulation across the global monsoon systems. Furthermore, studies by Lee et al. (2007) and Collier and Zhang (2007) describe the positive impact from increased horizontal resolution on the diurnal cycle of precipitation and the role of mesoscale processes such as those dependent on the Gulf of California (GoC).

1.5.2 Regional climate models

To circumvent the limitations of coarse-resolution GCM projections, either statistical or dynamical downscaling methods are used to describe small-scale processes that are not captured by GCM output. Statistical downscaling is the least computationally intensive method and uses an empirical relationship between GCM output and finer-scale station observations. Dynamical downscaling utilizes a higher resolution limited area model based on physical principles (Dickinson et al., 1989). Commonly referred to as a RCM, dynamic downscaling applications are often considered more capable as they have the potential to capture fine spatial-scale non-linear effects that statistical downscaling does not (Denis et al. 2002; Antic et al. 2004). With higher time and space resolutions, and more sophisticated physics, dynamic modeling results are greatly improved, thus resulting in stronger reliability in future climate projections over the coarser resolution
GCM output (Xu and Yang, 2012). Through higher horizontal resolution, RCMs have already proven to add value over GCM applications and produce a more realistic historical NAM (Higgins et al. 2006; Gutzler et al. 2009; Castro et al. 2012; Bukovsky et al. 2013; Bukovsky et al. 2015; Meyer and Jin, 2015). By including more of the interactions across spatial scales, future projections simulated using an RCM can be considered more reliable when compared to a GCM where certain climate mechanisms are diminished or even neglected.

As summarized in Warner et al. (1997), one limitation of RCMs is their dependence on GCM output for initial conditions (IC) and lateral boundary conditions (LBC). Systematic biases inherent to the GCM output are subsequently transmitted, and potentially magnified by internal non-linear model feedbacks within the RCM (Warner et al. 1997; Noguer et al. 1998; Misra et al. 2003; Christensen et al. 2008; Bruyère et al. 2013). These transmitted biases add uncertainty within the RCM and in extreme cases can render the RCM inferior to the GCM (Kanamaru and Kanamitsu, 2007). Recently, in an attempt to reduce uncertainties in RCMs, various GCM bias correction techniques have proven effective in improving their performance (Kanamaru and Kanamitsu, 2007; Misra, 2007; Jin et al. 2011; Colette et al. 2012; Bruyère et al. 2013; White and Toumi, 2013). Most commonly used is the specific bias correction process where individual LBC variables are subjected to long-term, mean (climatological) bias correction (MBC). MBC is a simple and straightforward procedure that has proven effective in improving the RCM’s performance in climate modeling (Kirtman et al. 2002; Misra and Kanamitsu,
The goals of this project are to simply offer with improved confidence a future projection of the state of the NAM with a thorough investigation into the sensitivity of specific NAM processes and mechanisms with regard to a warming climate system. Specifically, this project aims to answer the question of how impactful are ill-resolved climate processes within coarse-resolution GCMs on the future state of the NAM. To answer this question, a high-resolution RCM is paired with an augmented version of current-practice bias correction used to improve the RCM forcing. By comparing the parent GCM with RCM simulations driven by both untouched and bias-corrected GCM output, this project gains insight into the impact of climate modeling approach on the various impactful NAM processes while revealing the reliability that each approach is accurately resolving the NAM environment.
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CHAPTER II
OBSERVATIONS OF WESTERN UNITED STATES SNOWPACK USING THE SNOWPACK TELEMETRY (SNOTEL) NETWORK

Abstract

Observations of the springtime maximum of snowpack across the western United States can provide a useful indicator for seasonal predictability of the North American Monsoon. Therefore, quantifying the accuracy of these observations is crucial in order to better understand the limitations when using such observations to predict NAM onset and seasonal intensity. Here, we investigated the accuracy of snow water equivalent (SWE) observations when compared to accumulated precipitation (AP) observations compiled by 748 SNOWpack TELEMetry stations. Our analysis suggests a regionally dependent systematic bias between SWE measurements and AP. Often observed, SWE outpaces accumulated precipitation (AP) which can be statistically and physically explained through (1) precipitation under-catchment and/or (2) drifting snow. Forty-four percent of the 748 stations studied reported at least one year where the maximum SWE was greater than AP, while sixteen percent of the stations showed this inconsistency for at least 20% of the observed years. Regions with a higher likelihood of inconsistency contained drier snow and are exposed to higher winds speeds, both of which are positively correlated to drifting snow potential. Days when SWE increased but AP remained constant occurred on an average of 10.75 days per year for all stations, with 31% greater wind speeds at 10 meters for such days (using reanalysis winds). Findings suggest accurate SWE
observations throughout the Cascade Mountains and lower elevations of the Interior West while indicating a potential for overestimated SWE observations throughout the higher elevations of the Rocky Mountains, Utah mountain ranges, and the Sierra Nevada.

1. Seasonal prediction of the North American monsoon using snowpack

Antecedent wintertime conditions across the western United States can influence the timing of onset and seasonal intensity of the North American Monsoon (NAM; Gutzler and Preston 1997). Variability in the region’s snow cover, soil moisture and temperature influences the timing of NAM onset by modulating the partitioning of net radiation through the surface energy budget (Zhu et al. 2005). As such, the observations of the region’s snow cover are often used as a predictor for the impending NAM season. Therefore, it is important to acknowledge the uncertainties and biases associated with these observations. This study investigates sources responsible for a frequently observed inconsistency between measurements of snow water equivalent (SWE) and accumulated precipitation (AP) reported by the SNOwpack TElemetry (SNOTEL) network (Schaefer et al. 1996). The inconsistency occurs in the sense that SWE exceeds AP (which is physically unlikely) at some point in time or throughout the snow season. Possible biases of the SNOTEL observations have been attributed to the two distinct measuring devices in observing SWE and AP (Johnson and Marks 2004): While SWE is measured using a snow pillow sensor equipped with a pressure transducer, AP is measured with a standard 30.5-cm orifice storage-type gauge (equipped with an alter shield to reduce turbulence around the gauge orifice and maximize catch efficiency). Bias in SWE measurement occurs when temperature differences exist between surrounding ground cover and the
pillow sensor, creating uneven distribution of snow between the sensor and the surrounding ground cover. However, these conditions can lead to both under- and over-measurement depending on the snowmelt conditions and the snow density rate of change (Johnson and Marks, 2004), so the bias should be random throughout the whole network. Regarding AP, it is known that the accuracy of precipitation catchment decreases with increasing wind speed (Neff, 1977). The types of gauge similar to those of the SNOTEL network have a margin of error between 10% and 50%, possibly more in mountainous regions (WMO, 2008). Losses in AP due to wetting or evaporation and trace underestimates may also contribute to the bias.

The SNOTEL network was designed to observe surface meteorological variables for hydrologic and climatic uses. Given the now 30-year data period, SNOTEL observations have been used extensively used for the depiction of decadal trends in surface hydrological conditions (Serreze et al., 1999, 2001; Fassnacht et al., 2003; Mote et al., 2004; Hamlet et al., 2005; Carson, 2007; Pederson et al., 2011) and to evaluate against climate model simulations (e.g., Jin and Miller 2011). Thus, a comprehensive understanding of possible biases influencing the SNOTEL data is paramount. This paper examines the full archive of SNOTEL data and addresses one potential cause for the frequently observed systematic inconsistency between SWE and AP.

2. Methodology and datasets

SNOTEL stations operate on a water year (October 1 – September 30) and report at least daily values of SWE and AP (near surface air temperature is also measured but is
not examined in this study). SWE and AP values are reset to zero on October 1 of each year. SWE and AP are reported in inches with a sensor resolution of 0.1 inch (2.54 mm). In addition to the ~800 SNOTEL stations currently in operation (NRCS http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/nwcc/inventory), we also utilize six-hourly 10-m winds from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) for investigation of drifting snow. NARR assimilates meteorological and land-surface observations and outputs data on a 32-km horizontal resolution grid (Mesinger et al., 2006). Accurate representation of 10-m wind conditions over complex terrain on daily scales is not possible; however, comparison of ambient wind conditions of each SNOTEL site under various synoptic scenarios is still useful.

To avoid undue biases in the daily measurements of SWE and precipitation due to reporting errors, data used in this study was subjected to two quality control (QC) filters. QC filters address the following issues: (1) accurate reset and appropriate daily corrections of SWE and AP for new water years and (2) allowable number of missing data points in a usable year for either SWE or AP. These filters ensure the most reliable daily measurements as well as remove years with large gaps in the data where accurate observations are questionable. A final count of 748 stations remained after exclusion of stations throughout the state of Alaska and unfit stations removed through QC filtering. Here, ice-bridging conditions leading to uneven distribution of snow are assumed to have negligible effects on daily observations as they typically occur during the transition from late winter to spring and this study focuses on the snow accumulation period before melt conditions occur.
3. **Biases between snow water equivalent and accumulated precipitation**

Under ideal conditions, any measurements of SWE greater than AP suggest that more water is contained within the snowpack than has been observed as precipitation. Fig. 2.1 illustrates (a) such a situation between SWE and AP, and (b) the daily difference between the two variables measured at Tony Grove, for water year 2005 (areas of red/blue indicate where SWE is greater/less than AP). SWE remains below AP in the early water year, as expected, but then increases to exceed and outgrow AP around January. SWE then remains greater than AP until the maximum SWE (MSWE) value predates the spring melt off. By using the difference between the MSWE and the associated AP we examine the frequency and magnitude of the inconsistency between SWE and AP throughout the SNOTEL network. Instances when the MSWE was at least 5% greater than the associated AP were used to identify “inconsistent years” of a particular station, ignoring years with smaller differences. Fig. 2.1c illustrates the actual number of occurrences throughout the network, while Fig. 2.1d shows the percentage of occurrence (number of years divided by total number of years on record). Forty-four percent of the 748 stations studied reported at least one year where the maximum SWE was greater than AP, with inconsistencies found in at least 20% of the observed years for 16 percent of the stations. Computed differences between the average MSWE and AP for all years when MSWE was greater than AP are shown in Fig. 2.1e to illustrate regions with the largest inconsistency throughout the network. It is apparent that the inconsistency between MSWE and AP is geographically dependent. For instance, a much higher and concentrated likelihood of inconsistency occurs in the Rocky Mountains, the Utah mountain ranges and the Sierra Nevada. Conversely, stations throughout the Pacific
Northwest generally show little to no occurrences of yearly MSWE greater than AP. Geographical correlation of inconsistencies between MSWE and AP (Fig. 2.1 c-e) provides evidence for a systematic (regional) controlling factor for the frequency and magnitude of such inconsistencies. When attempting to predict impending NAM onset and seasonal intensity, this regional proclivity for where SNOTEL bias occurs throughout much of where Zhu et al., (2005) found the highest correlations between antecedent wintertime conditions and the NAM. Taken from Zhu et al., (2005), Fig. 2.2a shows the correlation between June-September NAM rainfall across Northern Mexico and parts of Arizona and New Mexico with antecedent January-March precipitation. Fig. 2.2b shows the correlation between April SWE and May/June surface air temperature between 1965-99 and suggests that southern Rocky Mountain snow cover could be a key factor influencing surface temperature, and thus the development of the NAM. Note that much of the statistically significant area (shaded grey) occurs over the Colorado and Utah ranges as well as the southern extent of the Sierra Nevada range where SNOTEL SWE observations contain the greatest bias.

We next examine whether or not the geographically systematic inconsistency between MSWE and AP, as shown in Fig. 2.1 is related to biases resulting from precipitation under-catchment and snow drifting. Since a region’s proclivity for snow drifting is a function of snow condition and wind speed, where snow condition determines the necessary wind speed threshold to initiate transport of the snow particles, we first analyze the climatological 10-m wind fields.
Fig. 2.1. Assessment of SNOwpack TELemetry network biases. (a) 2005 measurements of SWE and AP for the Tony Grove, UT, site, (b) the 2005 difference between daily SWE and AP, (c) total number of years for each SNOTEL station where the MSWE was greater than AP, (d) percentage of each station’s period of record where the MSWE was greater than AP (number of years divided by total number of years on record), and (e) percentage difference between each SNOTEL station’s MSWE and AP values averaged over all inconsistent years \((\text{MSWE}_{\text{avg}} - \text{AP}_{\text{avg}})/\text{AP}_{\text{avg}}\). Light brown contours found in (c)–(e) represent elevations above 1500 m with dark brown representing above 2000 m. Increasing circle size represents increasing magnitude, while black dots in (c), (d) represent stations with no instances of MSWE greater than AP. Black dots in (e) represent stations where the average differences was below 5%, while red dots represent stations with less than 5 years of operation.
Fig. 2.2. Regions of correlation between monsoon rainfall and wintertime snowpack conditions. (a) Correlation between June-September precipitation and antecedent January-March precipitation during 1965-1999. Significant correlations at the 5% level or greater are shaded gray (< -0.33) or dark (> 0.33). (b) Correlation of April snow water equivalent index vs May and June surface air temperature during 1969-1999. Shaded area is at the 10% (gray, < -0.28) and 5% (dark gray, < -0.33) significance level or greater. Taken from Zhu et al., (2005).
Fig. 2.3 (a) shows the climatological (1979-2011) 10-m wind vectors for DJF (December, January, and February) compared to (b) the DJF climatological (1971-2000) snow-to-liquid ratio (SLR) contours adapted from Baxter et al. (2005). Stronger wind speeds appear over higher elevations due to their approximate position to mid-tropospheric westerlies. SLR values reveal climatological dry (high SLR) snow conditions over the Rockies and wet (low SLR) snow conditions over the Cascade Mountains, the latter suggesting a lower tendency to drift. Figure 2a also portrays six subdomains over which average station bias (Fig. 1d), DJF climatological NARR 10-m winds (Fig. 2a), and SLR (Fig. 2b) values are computed for high- and low-biased regions. These averages are presented in Table 1 with high-biased domains (boxes 1, 2, and 3) showing higher 10-m wind speeds and SLR values when compared to the low-biased domains (boxes 4, 5, and 6).

SNOTEL stations that exhibited higher frequency and magnitude of inconsistent yearly MSWE and AP occur in regions with dry snow and high average wind speeds. Li and Pomeroy (1997) found that on average, wind speed thresholds for dry snow to drift were 7.7 m s\(^{-1}\) compared to 9.9 m s\(^{-1}\) for wet snow (snow conditions defined by snowpack cohesiveness). Combined with higher average wind speeds, stations with dry snow conditions surpass the threshold wind speed would be more likely to cause higher positively biased SWE observations over those regions, and vice versa for lower average wind speeds and wet snow conditions.
FIG. 2.3. Comparison between climatological wind speed and snow-liquid ratio (SLR). (a) North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) average December-February 10-m wind vectors from January/February 1979 to December 2011/January and February 2012 overlaid on Fig. 2.1d and (b) a 30-yr climatology of DJF SLR from 1971–2000 adapted from Baxter et al. (2005). High- (boxes 1, 2, and 3) and low-bias SWE regions (boxes 4, 5, and 6) illustrated by the six green boxes.

TABLE 2.1. Comparison of high-bias (boxes 1, 2, and 3) and low-bias SWE regions (boxes 4, 5, and 6) illustrated by the six green boxes in Fig. 2.3a. Domain averages of SNOTEL stations percent number of years on record where MSWE was greater than AP (Fig. 2.1d), December-February climatological North American Regional Reanalysis 10-m winds (m s⁻¹), and snow-to-liquid ratio values are shown as well as the latitude–longitude boundaries of each region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>MSWE &gt; AP (%)</th>
<th>10-m wind (m s⁻¹)</th>
<th>Snow-to-liquid ratio</th>
<th>Boundaries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Northern Utah</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>40.0°–42.5°N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Northwest Wyoming</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>43.0°–45.5°N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Colorado</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>36.6°–41.5°N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Southern Idaho</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>43.2°–45.5°N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Arizona/New Mexico</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>32.5°–35.5°N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Pacific Northwest</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>41.5°–49.2°N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To isolate days when the most likely source of inconsistency leans towards snow drifting as opposed to precipitation under-catchment, we used days when SWE increased and no precipitation was observed (now referred to as drift-days). Fig. 2.4 illustrates (a) spatial drift-day anomaly and (b) NARR 10-m average wind anomaly (vectors) between drift-days and non-drift-days (constant daily SWE with no observed precipitation). For the 672 stations with at least five years of observation, the average number of drift-days per year was 10.75. Additionally, 31% stronger 10-m winds were observed for the drift-days, although wind direction differences were minor. For stations with above average drift-days shown in (a), the wind differences show universal westerly to southwesterly anomalies west of the Rockies, suggesting the influence of incoming Pacific troughs. The wind anomalies change direction to west-northwesterly over the Colorado Rockies and part of Utah mountains indicating drifting associated with the “deep-powder days” of snow normally under the west-northwesterly flow environment (Steenburgh and Alcott 2008). Compared with the patterns of MSWE and AP inconsistency shown in Fig. 2.1, drift-day anomaly correlates well with where more frequent MSWE and AP inconsistencies exist (Rocky Mountains, Sierra Nevada, and Intermountain West regions). Most notably seen over the Cascade Mountain Range, station placement relative to windward or leeward mountain slope illustrates opposing drift-days anomaly. Most likely, this pattern is controlled by the rain shadow effect (Smith, 1979), which could produce a relatively quick transition from wet (windward) to dry (leeward) snow conditions.
Fig. 2.4. Comparison of SNOwpack TELeometry drifting patterns and wind speed. (a) Anomaly number of drifting days per year (DriftDay_{stn} - DriftDay_{Network avg}) for each SNOTEL station, where red/blue triangles represent above/below-average drift days per year with increasing triangle size representing increasing magnitude anomaly. Black circles represent stations that never experienced a “drift day,” while black dots represent stations that had less than 5 years of operation. (b) As in (a), but for the anomaly of average days per year with no precipitation. (c) As in (a), but for the percent relative anomaly of drift days [(drift days/no-precipitation days)_{stn average} - (drift days/no-precipitation days)_{network average}]. (d) Difference vectors from North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) 10-m winds between drifting and non-drifting scenarios (see text for scenario descriptions). Red dots represent stations with less than 5 years of observation. All panels are shown with elevation contours as in Fig. 2.1.
4. **Summary and conclusion**

Wintertime snow cover across the western United States is known to influence the timing of NAM onset and is often used as a seasonal predictive tool. Therefore, understanding the systematic biases within the oft-used SNOTEL network is advantageous to regional water resource managers. Agreement between patterns of snow-drift mechanisms (wind and SLR conditions) and drift-day anomalies, as well as the greater wind speeds shown during drift scenarios provides evidence to support the hypothesis that geographical dependence of the MSWE and AP inconsistency (where SWE outpaces AP) is partially a result of drifting snow. Especially across the southern Rocky Mountains, regions exhibiting over-estimation of SWE are relied on to help predict the timing of NAM onset and overall seasonal intensity. It appears that SNOTEL stations at higher elevations (Rocky and Sierra Nevada Mountains, and the Uinta/Wasatch ranges in Utah) and stations within the interior West have an increased potential for yearly MSWE values to grow higher than AP values. These regions commonly exhibit dry snow conditions and high westerly wind speeds – together they increase the potential for drifting snow. This systematic bias potentially allows NAM onset and intensity predictions that are biased towards later onset and less intense rainfall. Conversely, stations throughout the Cascade Mountains as well as lower elevation stations in the interior of the Western U.S. seldom reported any inconsistency, possibly due to the wet snow conditions and/or the lower average wind speeds. Unfortunately, antecedent conditions across these regions have shown little to no correlation to the NAM system, and are therefore less helpful for their predictive value.
While this study focused mainly on positive bias (overestimate) of SWE observations by drifting snow, snow scour (removal of snow from the column) should be considered. It is presumed that station interaction with surrounding topography and land cover will factor into how drifting/scour biases SWE observations (positively or negatively). Scouring of snow could partially explain the various (yet scattered) stations where positive SWE biases are expected but are not observed. Future work should merge surrounding land cover and daily wind data observed by enhanced SNOTEL sites to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the effect snow drift/scour has on the daily SWE and AP relationship.
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CHAPTER III

BIAS CORRECTION FOR IMPROVED REGIONAL CLIMATE MODELING OF THE NORTH AMERICAN MONSOON

Abstract

This chapter investigates how a form of climatological (mean) bias correction using linear regression improves the limitations of the Community Climate System Model (CCSM) version 4 when it is dynamically downscaled with the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model for the North American Monsoon (NAM). To determine the mean bias, a 32-year historical climatological (1979-2010) baseline was established using the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR). A comparison between the historical CFSR and version 4 of the Community Climate System Model (CCSM4) output revealed dramatic systematic biases in temperature, moisture, wind speed and direction, and geopotential height. CCSM4 biases occurred across the globe and throughout the profile of the atmosphere, but were most egregious across regions of complex terrain—underscoring the limitations of coarse grid resolution GCMs.

To quantitatively identify the effects of CCSM data on the NAM simulations, three 32-year climatologies were generated with WRF driven by (1) CFSR, (2) original CCSM, and (3) bias-corrected CCSM output. The WRF-CFSR simulations serve as a baseline for comparison. While NAM onset dates produced when downscaling original CCSM data occur up to three to four weeks too early over the core of the NAM, bias correction
produced onset dates that were generally within a week of the WRF-CFSR climatology. Additionally, bias-correction led to improvements in the mature phase of the NAM, reducing August root-mean-square-error values by 26% over the core of the NAM and 36% over the northern periphery. Comparison of the CFSR and the bias-corrected CCSM climatologies showed marked consistency in the general evolution of the NAM system. Dry biases in the NAM precipitation existed in each climatology with the original CCSM performing the poorest when compared to observations. The poor performance of the original CCSM simulations stem from biases in the thermodynamic profile supplied to the model through lateral boundary conditions. Bias-correction improved the excessive capping inversions, and mid-level mixing ratio dry biases (2-3 g kg\(^{-1}\)) present in the CCSM simulations. Improvements in the bias-corrected CCSM data resulted in greater convective activity and a more representative seasonal distribution of precipitation.

1 Introduction

Providing a global perspective of the climate system, general circulation models (GCM) offer insight into basic climate variables on the large scale. Due to their coarse resolutions, GCMs are unable to accurately resolve fine-scale forcing such as those found by complex orography, coastlines, or land surfaces with strong heterogeneity (McGregor 1997). An increasing demand by the scientific community, policy makers, and the public to understand and anticipate changes to regional-scale climate systems have existed for several decades (Giorgi and Mearns 1991). At present, either statistical or dynamical methods are used to describe valuable small-scale processes that are not captured by GCM output. Statistical downscaling is the least computationally intensive method and
uses an empirical relationship between GCM output and finer scale or station observations. Dynamical downscaling utilizes a higher resolution limited area model based on physical principles (Dickinson et al. 1989). Commonly referred to as regional climate models (RCM), dynamic downscaling applications are often considered more capable due to their physical-based dynamical cores that capture fine spatial-scale non-linear effects that statistical downscaling does not (Denis et al. 2002; Antic et al. 2004). With higher resolutions and more sophisticated physics, dynamic modeling results are greatly improved, thus resulting in stronger reliability in future climate projections over the coarser resolution GCM output (Xu and Yang 2012). As summarized in Warner et al. (1997), one limitation of RCMs is their dependence on GCM output for initial conditions (IC), lateral boundary conditions (LBC), and sea surface temperatures (SST). Systematic biases inherent to the GCM output are subsequently transmitted, and potentially magnified by internal model feedbacks within the RCM (Warner et al. 1997; Noguer et al. 1998; Misra et al. 2003; Christensen et al. 2008; Bruyère et al. 2013). These transmitted biases add uncertainty within the RCM and in extreme cases can render the RCM inferior to the GCM (Kanamaru and Kanamitsu 2007).

Recently, in an attempt to reduce uncertainties in RCMs, various RCM bias correction techniques have proven effective in improving their performance (Kanamaru and Kanamitsu 2007; Misra 2007; Jin et al. 2011; Colette et al. 2012; Bruyère et al. 2013; White and Toumi 2013). This study focuses on the specific bias correction process where individual LBC variables are subjected to long-term, mean (climatological) bias correction (MBC). MBC is a simple and straightforward procedure that has proven
effective in improving the RCM’s performance in climate modeling (Kirtman et al. 2002; Misra and Kanamitsu 2004; Sato et al. 2007; Cook and Vizy 2008; Wu et al. 2009; Patricola and Cook 2009; Xu and Yang 2012; Jin et al. 2011; Bruyère et al. 2013).

Referencing the MBC method of correcting each LBC variable individually, Mishra and Kanamitsu (2004) notes “[this method] introduces a dynamical imbalance to the [LBCs] because the nonlinear terms are not necessary additive.” While no previous studies have attempted to investigate RCM sensitivity to dynamical imbalances within the LBCs, imbalances potentially degrade the positive impact from bias correction. Furthermore, dynamic imbalances add an additional source of RCM uncertainty, ultimately reducing the reliability of future climate projections.

This study introduces and evaluates a form of bias correction using simple linear regression (SLR) and atmospheric dynamic equations, which minimize the dynamic imbalance problem across the LBC variables. To assess our bias correction procedure, three historical 32-year climatologies of the North American Monsoon (NAM) were simulated with a control simulation based on reanalysis to evaluate both original GCM, and bias-corrected GCM data.

The NAM is characterized by a pronounced increase in precipitation in June and July for northwestern Mexico and the southwestern United States. Dominated by perennially dry conditions, the NAM contributes approximately 40% and 70% of the annual total precipitation for the southwest U.S. and northwest Mexico, respectively (Douglas et al. 1993: Higgins et al. 1997). Although primarily a convective environment, a suite of
diverse processes spanning the mesoscale to the synoptic scale act in concert to produce the NAM (for a summary of these processes, refer to Barlow et al. 1998). For a comprehensive summary of the NAM, refer to Adams and Comrie (1997). With strong surface forcing and numerous feedbacks across the scales, the NAM performance in coarse resolution GCM applications tends to have notable biases (Meehl et al. 2006, Cook et al. 2012, Carvalho and Jones 2013; Bukovsky et al. 2013; Geil et al. 2013). Studies have shown that dynamic downscaling applications produce more realistic simulations of the NAM due to the improved surface representation (Higgins et al. 2006; Gutzler et al. 2009; Castro et al. 2012; Bukovsky et al. 2013). The intent of this study is to evaluate our RCM for the NAM over historical periods as well as to assess the efficacy of our bias correction process.

The data sources, the RCM model and the bias correction process are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 presents a performance evaluation and inter-comparison of the RCM results. Discussion, conclusions, and suggestions for future work are offered in Section 4.

2 Methodology and model configuration

Acting as an RCM, the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF; Skamarock et al. 2008) model version 3.5.1 was used with initial conditions and LBCs provided by 1) the observation-based Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR; Saha et al. 2010) and 2) the Community Climate System Model version 4 (CCSM; Gent et al. 2011). The CCSM dataset is a subset of the output of the Community Earth System Model version 1.
aforementioned, bias correction was performed on the CCSM dataset in an effort to reduce LBC uncertainties, resulting in a third set of forcing conditions provided to the WRF model. A description of the CFSR and CCSM datasets are presented as well the WRF model configuration as follows.

2.1 Data

2.1.1 Climate Forecast System Reanalysis data

Reanalysis data are often considered the best available representation of the historical state of the atmosphere and surface with the combination of modeling results and available observations. Produced by the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), the CFSR dataset provides global ½-degree grid spacing for upper-air data at 6-hour intervals on 37 vertical pressure levels. CFSR surface data are provided on a higher resolution 0.31° Gaussian latitude-longitude grid. The relatively higher resolution of the CFSR dataset than that of other reanalysis products such as the NCEP reanalysis better resolves surface forcing and mesoscale feedbacks. Additionally, by assimilating the high-quality Optimum-Interpolation Sea Surface Temperatures (OISST; Reynolds et al. 2007), the CFSR dataset captures the important seasonal cycle of Gulf of California (GoC) SST that are important to the development of the NAM (Mitchell et al. 2002).

2.1.2 Community Climate System Model output

This study used 6-hourly CCSM version 4 data provided on a 0.9° x 1.25° latitude-longitude grid for the years 1979 to 2005 from the climate of the 20th century dataset, and the years 2006-2010 from the Representative Concentration Pathway 6.0 (RCP 6.0)
'Mother of All Runs' dataset. The RCP 6.0 member represents a specific pathway for atmospheric radiative forcing in response to climate forcing such as greenhouse gases as well as land use change (Van Vuuren et al. 2011). Falling in the middle of available RCP scenarios available, the RCP 6.0 scenario was chosen due to its middle-of-the-ground approach to future changes in radiative forcing.

To summarize an in-depth investigation on NAM performance across phase 5 of the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project (CMIP5), Geil et al. (2013) found that when compared to the previous CMIP3 generation, CMIP5 members produced similar overall root-mean-square errors (RMSE) with improvements to onset and decay phases. However, while Geil et al. (2013) found noticeable improvements in onset and decay phases over CMIP3, the specific CCSM4 member was found to have some of the larger onset and retreat biases across the 21 CMIP5 model members. Median onset dates for CCSM4 between 1979 and 2005 were 41 days too early compared to observations, with retreat dates an average of 18 days too late. During the retreat stage, Geil et al. (2013) points to an extended connection to tropical moisture during the fall and winter seasons which hurts the ability to accurately capture the decay of the NAM. When comparing how CMIP5 members captured the 500-hPa height and wind fields, the CCSM4 member ranked in the top five for the development (May-June) and mature (July-August) phase, but not the retreat phase (September-October). Furthermore, when comparing 850-hPa circulation or surface precipitation patterns, the CCSM4 member had spatial correlations that were not among the top five (or bottom five) performing members. The comparisons presented by Geil et al. (2013) show that while the CCSM4 model improves over
previous generation models, the model’s inability to accurately capture even the low-level circulation features limit the confidence in future scenarios of NAM influence. These weaknesses point to the necessity of dynamic downscaling coupled with bias-correction techniques in order to improve confidence in future NAM projections.

For CCSM data ingested into WRF, atmospheric data originally spanning 26 vertical sigma-hybrid levels were first interpolated to pressure levels. For consistency, we chose to match the 37 vertical pressure levels used by the CFSR. Following the CFSR convention, below-ground grid points (i.e. where the pressure level falls below the surface pressure) of moisture and wind speed variables were set to the surface values and lowest above-ground model level, respectively. Lastly, below-ground temperature and geopotential heights were subjected to extrapolation following the European Center for Medium range Weather Forecasting techniques described in Trenberth et al. (1993).

2.1.3 Gridded observation data

To evaluate the model, this study used the ½-degree resolution Climatic Research Unit dataset (CRU; Harris et al. 2014). The CRU dataset was chosen for its spatial coverage of both the southwestern U.S. and Mexico, as well as for its length of record. As a drawback to the spatial and temporal constraints of our NAM evaluation, the lower resolution of the CRU dataset limits the fidelity of the finer spatial variability and extremes of the NAM precipitation.
2.2 Regional climate model configuration

Developed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) with numerous community-contributed model physics, the WRF v3.5.1 model is well suited as an RCM due to its numerical stability for long-term integration. Spanning 1979 – 2010, our WRF simulations are initialized 00:00 UTC 01 April for each individual year and completed 00:00 UTC 01 November (to capture the full seasonal cycle of the NAM system), with the first month of each simulation disregarded to account for model spin-up. In an attempt to limit climate drift within the model, the choice to reinitialize individual years versus a single continuous simulation was based on findings by Pan et al. (1999) and Qian et al. (2003). These studies showed an inverse relationship between simulation length and model performance due to interactions between biased forcing data and internal model feedbacks.

The model domain (Fig. 3.1) uses a 150x180 horizontal grid centered over the southwestern U.S. and northern Mexico with 20-km grid spacing and 33 vertical sigma levels. Indicated by a solid red line, two regions used for our model evaluation are shown. These regions were adapted from eight smaller domains based on principal component analysis by Comrie and Glenn (1998) and explicitly defined in Castro et al. (2012). These two regions roughly delineate the core of the NAM, as well as the northern periphery. Land-use classification and topography for WRF was provided by the 2-minute United States Geologic Survey 24-category dataset, and the 6-hourly sea surface temperatures (SST) provided by the forcing data were assimilated into the model.
Sensitivity tests to determine the optimal suite of WRF physics for our domain were first conducted over the 1999 NAM season. Using spatial statistics of bias, correlation, and RMSE, precipitation and temperature patterns from approximately 100 permutations of the available WRF physics were compared to observations (Figures not shown). The 1999 NAM season was chosen for testing as this year is considered an above average (or wet year) for both the core region in Mexico and the northern periphery in the southwestern U.S. Calibrating model physics over an active monsoon year ensures the presence of the convective environment associated with the NAM. With both model stability and precipitation accuracy in mind, we selected physics options of Lin et al. (Microphysics; Lin et al. 1983), the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model scheme (Longwave; Mlawer et al. 1997), Dudhia (Shortwave; Dudhia 1989), Monin-Obukhov (Surface layer physics; Jimenez 2012), MYNN2.5 (Planetary Boundary Layer; Nakanishi and Niino 2006), and Grell-3 (Cumulus; Grell and Devenyi 2002). Land surface physics were described using the Community Land Model version 4.0 (Lawrence et al. 2011). These model physics were used for the subsequent simulations described throughout the remainder of this paper.

2.3 Simple linear regression bias correction

Throughout this paper, we will highlight some of the more noticeable systematic long-term biases throughout the CCSM atmosphere when compared to the CFSR dataset. Through our comparison of both CFSR and CCSM atmospheric variables (e.g. temperature (T), relative humidity (RH), geopotential height (Z), and zonal (U) and meridional (V) winds), we note that varying degrees of bias can be found throughout the
atmosphere over the NAM region for each of these variables both spatially and temporally. In addition, the coarse CCSM grid results in significant bias for surface variables such as 2-meter T and RH, and surface pressure--most notably over complex orography.

Fig. 3.1 WRF model domain with model-resolved topography (meters). The boundary relax zone where lateral boundary conditions are assimilated is illustrated with a dashed red line. Two regions used for model evaluation (adapted from Castro et al., 2012) are drawn using a solid red line.
In order to improve the quality of our simulations when using the CCSM dataset, long-term biases must first be reduced. The final step before bias correction was performed was horizontal bilinear-interpolation re-gridding of the CCSM output to match the $\frac{1}{2}^\circ$ resolution CFSR domain. This was accomplished using the Earth System Model Framework regridding software included in the National Center for Atmospheric Research Command Language (https://www.ncl.ucar.edu/Applications/ESMF.shtml). Although the process of bilinear-interpolation can itself introduce bias (especially for surface variables over complex terrain), the re-gridded CCSM data only serves as an intermediate step before bias correction is performed. Therefore, any biases introduced through the regridding are accounted for by the regression model, and subsequently removed during the bias correction process. Meanwhile, the original CCSM data used in our downscaled simulations remain on the original $1.25^\circ$ x $0.9^\circ$ grid. With the CCSM data now sharing the same vertical and horizontal grids as CFSR data, 32 years of historical data for each 6-hour time step in the calendar year were used to build an SLR model at every grid point in the atmosphere and along the surface. Using the SLR model, the original CCSM output undergoes a correction:

\[
CCSM_{Corrected} = m \cdot CCSM_{Original} + b
\]  

(1)

where \( m \) is the regression coefficient, and \( b \) represents the intercept of the best-fit regression line. For the remainder of the paper, the original CCSM data are referred to as CCSM\(_O\) while the bias-corrected CCSM data are referred to as CCSM\(_{BC}\).
Whereas bias correcting every variable independently introduces physical inconsistencies, we identify T and RH (atmospheric and 2-meter height), surface temperature ($T_{\text{SFC}}$; including SST) and surface pressure ($P_{\text{SFC}}$) as key variables that can be used to derive the remaining forcing dataset. With several options to quantify atmospheric moisture [i.e. RH or specific humidity ($Q$)], steps were taken to determine the most appropriate variable. Initial tests correcting $Q$ showed that when combined with the corrected $T$, unrealistic RH values were produced where saturation vapor pressures are very small (e.g. upper atmosphere and polar regions etc.). These unrealistic scenarios occurred because of the reliance on independently corrected $T$ and $Q$ to compute RH, which is physically bounded between values of 0% and 100%. While the long-term bias for these variables looks improved, certain conditions on individual time frames led to the unrealistic values and greater RH biases than in the original data. For this reason, RH data were bias corrected rather than $Q$. CCSM$_O$ RH were obtained by computing vapor pressure and saturation vapor pressure:

$$RH = \frac{e(Q)}{e_s(T)} \cdot 100$$

where $e$ is the vapor pressure (a function of $Q$), and $e_s$ represents saturation vapor pressure (a function of $T$). For this step, $e$ and $e_s$ were computed using a higher-order polynomial valid within ±100 °C according to International Temperature Scale standards (ITS-90) described in Hardy (1998). By correcting RH and calculating $Q$, we remove the bias in the CCSM$_O$ atmospheric saturation state, while maintaining the consistency between $T$ and $Q$. 
Low- and mid-level atmospheric moisture supply is a critical component of the NAM, and findings by Bukovsky et al. (2013) demonstrated the limitations these dry biases have when dynamically downscaling the NAM. Focusing over the Eastern Tropical Pacific, CCSM data contains RH dry-biases on the order of 20-30% in the CCSM data, and T warm-biases on the order of 1-2 degrees Celsius. To further illustrate biases in the CCSM data, and demonstrate improvements in the CCSMBC data, the May-August mixing ratio (g kg\(^{-1}\)) climatology at 850-hPa is compared in Fig. 3.2, with Fig. 3.3 comparing 700-hPa mixing ratio climatologies of (A) CFSR, (B) CCSM, and (C) CCSMBC. Panels (D) and (E) show the difference between CCSM, CCSMBC, and CFSR, respectively. When computing CCSM mixing ratios (a function of T and RH), dry biases exist on the order of 0.5 g kg\(^{-1}\) lower than the CFSR at 850-hPa and 2 to 3 g kg\(^{-1}\) lower at 700-hPa. We note the consistency between the CCSMBC and the CFSR mixing ratio climatologies, especially over the complex terrain across the Western United States. Despite not directly correcting mixing ratio data, the correction of T and RH and subsequent calculation of mixing ratio produced a climatology consistent with CFSR.

2.4 Deriving the remaining bias corrected variables

2.4.1 Mean sea level pressure

With mean sea level pressure (P\(_{MSL}\)), a function of P\(_{SFC}\), we used the bias corrected P\(_{SFC}\) data to derive P\(_{MSL}\) using the barometric formula:

\[
P_{MSL} = P_{SFC} \cdot e \left( \frac{g \cdot Z_{SFC}}{R_d T_v} \right)
\]

where P\(_{SFC}\) is the surface pressure, g is the acceleration due to gravity, Z\(_{SFC}\) is the surface geopotential height, R\(_{d}\) is the dry air constant, and T\(_{v}\) is virtual temperature.
Fig. 3.2 Climatological (1979-2010) May-October 850-hPa Mixing Ratio (g kg$^{-1}$) for (A) CFSR, (B) original CCSM, and (C) bias-corrected CCSM datasets. Differences between the original CCSM and CFSR (D) and the bias-corrected CCSM and CFSR (E) are shown. The model domain is overlaid to illustrate the differences each set of lateral boundary conditions will supply the model.
Fig. 3.3 As in Figure 3.2, but for 700-hPa. Note the significant dry bias in the original CCSM data (D) along the Eastern Tropical Pacific.
Due to a lack of $Z_{SFC}$ provided on the $\frac{1}{2}$-degree grid, we created our own. This process is discussed in detail in Part b of this section. $T_v$ uses mixing ratio data acquired after bias correction of RH and T to adjust the temperature to account for water vapor’s effect on air density:

$$T_v = T \frac{w + \varepsilon}{\varepsilon(1+w)}$$ (4)

where $T$ is the actual temperature, $w$ is the mixing ratio, and $\varepsilon$ represents the ratio of the mass of dry air versus the mass of moist air.

2.4.2 Geopotential height

With the bias-corrected T and RH fields, a corrected Z field is derived by summing the thicknesses produced when solving the hypsometric equation between each pressure level:

$$Z = \frac{R_d T_v}{g} \cdot \ln \left( \frac{P_1}{P_2} \right)$$ (5)

where $R_d$ represents the gas constant for dry air, $T_v$ represents the mean-layer virtual temperature, $g$ represents the acceleration due to gravity, and $P_1$ and $P_2$ represent the pressure at the top and bottom of the layer (Holton and Hakim 2013).

2.4.3 Zonal and meridional winds

Using the corrected Z field, the remaining U- and V-winds can be approximated by the geostrophic wind. Geostrophic wind is the wind resulting from a balance between the pressure gradient force and the Coriolis effect.
The geostrophic wind can be expressed by zonal and meridional terms, which are functions of gradients in the corrected $Z$:

\[ U_g = -\frac{g}{f} \frac{\partial Z}{\partial y}, \quad V_g = \frac{g}{f} \frac{\partial Z}{\partial x} \]  

(6)

where $f$ is the latitudinal-dependent Coriolis parameter. The geostrophic component controls the atmospheric circulation patterns, with cyclonic (counter-clockwise) rotation around low-pressure systems and anti-cyclonic rotation (clockwise) around high-pressure systems in the northern hemisphere and vice-versa in the southern hemisphere.

However, actual winds are comprised of both a geostrophic component ($\vec{V}_g$) and an ageostrophic component ($\vec{V}_a$).

\[ \vec{V} = \vec{V}_g + \vec{V}_a \]  

(5)

Representing the deviation of the true winds from geostrophy, $\vec{V}_a$ is difficult to quantify. For mid-latitudes, $\vec{V}_a$ is generally an order of magnitude smaller than $\vec{V}_g$, but where external forces such as friction near the surface and centripetal forces in curved flow exist, large deviations from geostrophy can occur. With pure geostrophy rarely occurring in the atmosphere, $\vec{V}_a$ winds play a critical role in the general dynamics of the atmosphere.

Aside from improvements to the spatial variability near the surface due to the higher grid resolution, alterations to the general storm track were minor. Knowing this, we decided the original $\vec{V}_a$ field was likely a reasonable approximation of the general
dynamics associated with the corrected wind fields. To ensure $\overline{V_a}$ is best represented, we compared two different sets of wind using the CCSMO $\overline{V_a}$ and a bias corrected $\overline{V_a}$ with the CFSR data following the similar SLR method as previously described. These comparisons showed minimal deviation between either source of $\overline{V_a}$. WRF simulations driven by the complete set of CCSMBC data and both sets of $\overline{V_a}$ were conducted over a dry and a wet monsoon year. In each case, comparative precipitation patterns were produced. Thus, we chose to use the bias-corrected $\overline{V_a}$ data for the sake of consistency with how the previous variables were corrected.

In the tropics where the Coriolis effect becomes minimal, the local Rossby number shows that the use of geostrophic components (assuming a balance between Coriolis and pressure gradient terms) to approximate winds is inappropriate below approximately 20° latitude. Within this zone, we rely on the CCSMO winds. In order to retain a smooth transition between the CCSMO winds in the tropics, and the derived winds above 20° latitude, a region between 15° and 20° was first set to missing values. By using the non-missing neighboring grid cells bounding each line of longitude as boundary conditions, the Poisson’s equation was solved via relaxation. To further smooth the transition zone, the region between 17.5° and 20° latitude was averaged with the derived wind field. With the final wind fields computed, only soil temperature and moisture remained.
2.4.4 Soil temperature and moisture

Soil properties are required for the initial conditions provided to the land-surface model (LSM) within WRF. The LSM is responsible for computing the subsequent soil properties based on the modeled land-air interactions. Two WRF scenarios using the CCSM$_{BC}$ were tested for years with above- and below-average NAM precipitation. Each simulation was initialized with either the actual CFSR soil initial conditions for that year or a 32-year climatology of the model start date of the CFSR soil conditions. Due to the LSMs interaction with the atmospheric radiation and precipitation inputs, both sets of upper soil levels converged on a single solution well before the allotted spin-up period. By running the WRF model for individual years and not continuously, the influence of the lower soil properties is minimal. For our application, climatology soil conditions are reasonable to use with the CCSM$_{BC}$.

2.5 Evaluation of impacts from bias correction

To understand how the bias-correction process impacts characteristics of the CCSM$_O$ data beyond the removal of the long-term bias, we investigated how trends were changed, as well as how the seasonal cycle of individual years were affected. Preserving the original trend produced by the RCP6.0 radiative pathway within the CCSM$_{BC}$ is important when downscaling for long climatologies as well as future projections. Xu and Yang (2012) reported that their form of MBC did not affect original trends. Despite using a different form of bias correction, when focusing on the atmospheric profile of T and RH over the NAM region, we confirmed that our SLR method preserves long-term trends associated with the CCSM$_O$ data (Figures not shown).
Comparing seasonal variability for individual years demonstrated the impact our SLR model has on the day-to-day weather and state of the atmosphere. Assessing the three datasets at specific grid points over individual years showed the day-to-day weather variability remained intact. The overall seasonal cycle remained largely consistent with the original pattern. More will be presented in Section 3 regarding the adjustment of the long-term seasonal variability. With a mostly linear correction of the CCSM₀ data (Eq. 1), only the yearly mean showed noticeable correction. With GCM models not representative of historical inter-annual variability, comparison between CFSR and both CCSM datasets is not informative and assessment of whether a specific year is improved is not possible.

3 Historical evaluation

This section demonstrates the differences in the LBCs from each of the three sets of forcing data (Section 3.1) as well as the impact these differences have when forcing the WRF model (Section 3.2). The remainder of this paper focuses on comparisons between the 1979-2010 climatologies.

3.1 Lateral boundary conditions

Compared to the CFSR LBCs, improvements are noticeable at all levels of the bias-corrected LBCs. Fig. 3.4 plots the 1000- to 100-hPa average bias and RMSE of T and mixing ratio of the CCSM₀ and the CCSM_BC along each of the four boundary relax zones shown in Fig. 3.1. Cold biases on the order of 2-4 °C are most notable in the upper atmosphere of the CCSM₀ data, with the northern boundary containing the largest biases.
Fig. 3.4 Comparison of the vertical profile of average bias (left) and RMSE (right) along each lateral boundary relax zone for temperature (°C; solid lines) and mixing ratio (g kg\(^{-1}\); dashed lines) forcing data provided by CCSM\(_O\) (red) and CCSM\(_{BC}\) (green).
Already demonstrated in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 are the dry biases in mid-level mixing ratio along the Eastern Tropical Pacific. When interpolated to the LBCs, these dry biases translate to RMSE values on the order of 1 to 1.5 g kg\(^{-1}\) along the southern and eastern boundaries.

To address how the bias-correction process not only improves the spatial pattern but seasonal evolution of the NAM as well, we compare the three forcing datasets 700-hPa temperature and moisture climatologies where dry biases were most evident, especially along the southern boundary (refer to Fig. 3.4). Using a 5-day running average spanning 01 April to 01 November, Fig. 3.5 compares the LBCs of T and mixing ratio. Averaging over the four boundary relax zones, Fig. 3.5 illustrates how our bias correction improved both the seasonal evolution and peak values of the forcing data.

The evolution of the warm-season SSTs over the GoC are important for the land-sea interaction influencing diurnal processes such as the low-level jet and the orographic flows over the Sierra Madre Occidental (Douglas 1995; Douglas et al. 1998; Mitchell et al. 2002). Having a geospatially difficult shape to resolve with coarse resolution grids, the GoC characteristics are poorly resolved by the CCSM\(_O\). Averaging over the area indicated by grey shading, Fig. 3.6 shows how the three forcing datasets (interpolated to the 20-km WRF grid) capture the evolution of GoC SST. With the CFSR relying on the high-fidelity OISST dataset, the bias-corrected SST resolves a more accurate warming during the onset period, and more appropriate timing of the peak SSTs than the CCSM\(_O\) SSTs.
Fig. 3.5 Timeseries showing the climatological (1979-2010) 700-hPa lateral boundary conditions of temperature (°C) and mixing ratio (g kg⁻¹) through the 01-Apr to 01-Nov time period. Temperatures are shown in the left column with mixing ratio in the right column. Averages for each panel are taken over the northern (A, B), eastern (C, D), southern (E, F), and the western boundary (G, H) relax zones.

These differences in seasonal timing and peak values between the CCSMO and the CCSMBC GoC SST data directly affect the contribution of low-level heat and moisture through surface fluxes. With the CCSMO having warmer GoC SSTs preceding the NAM onset, warming and moistening of the low-levels occurs too early. Furthermore, the
cooler GoC SSTs in the CCSM$_O$ during the mature phase suppress the contribution of surface fluxes. With a less dramatic land-sea temperature contrast during the mature NAM phase in CCSM$_O$, the low-level jet off the west coast of Mexico is limited (Figure not shown) as is the moisture advection associated with this mechanism.

![Gulf of California SST Seasonality](image)

**Fig. 3.6** Timeseries of the sea surface temperatures in the Gulf of California for the CFSR (blue line), original CCSM (red line), and the bias-corrected CCSM (green line) after interpolation to the 20-km model grid. The specific grid points included in the average are shaded with red in the spatial map attached to the right of the figure.

### 3.2 Regional climate model simulations

#### 3.2.1 North American monsoon precipitation

CRU observations of the average 1979-2010 JJAS precipitation climatology are compared to the three WRF climatologies in Fig. 3.7. A systematic dry bias is present in each of the three WRF climatologies with the WRF-CCSM$_O$ having the largest bias, and the WRF-CCSM$_{bc}$ producing biases more consistent with the WRF-CFSR climatology.
Fig. 3.7 Average 1979-2010 June-July-August-September precipitation (mm day$^{-1}$) for (A) the CRU gridded-observations, (B) downscaled CFSR, (C) downscaled original CCSM, and (D) the downscaled bias-corrected CCSM.
Comparing against CRU observations, Table 3.1 provides monthly and JJAS average bias and RMSE values (mm month\(^{-1}\)) over the northern evaluation region (NER) and southern evaluation region (SER) for each of the three climatologies. Coinciding with the spatial average shown in Fig. 3.7, the WRF-CCSM\(\text{BC}\) JJAS period saw improvements over the WRF-CCSM\(\text{O}\) of 16.5 versus 17.1 and 50.1 versus 55.0 mm month\(^{-1}\) in the NER and SER, respectively. For monthly comparisons, most notable are WRF-CCSM\(\text{BC}\) improvements during the mature phase when the NAM is most active. The month of August showed a 36% improvement in RMSE for the NER (24.0 versus 37.5 mm month\(^{-1}\)) and a 26% improvement for the SER (56.5 versus 75.6 mm month\(^{-1}\)). Whereas the month of May saw improvements similar to August over both evaluation regions, the month of June featured a 45% greater RMSE for WRF-CCSM\(\text{BC}\) over the SER (46.7 versus 32.3 mm month\(^{-1}\)) and a 9% improvement for the NER (13.7 versus 15.0 mm month\(^{-1}\)). For July, RMSE values are comparable in magnitude in both evaluation regions, but while the WRF-CCSM\(\text{BC}\) NER was better in June, July showed a 7% higher RMSE. Similarly, while the SER was worse in June for the WRF-CCSM\(\text{BC}\), a modest 3% improvement was found in July compared to WRF-CCSM\(\text{O}\). The timing of the specific month where the WRF-CCSM\(\text{BC}\) performs worse than WRF-CCSM\(\text{O}\) coincides with the timing of the onset of the NAM where June (July) is typically considered the month of onset in the SER (NER). To investigate this, we look to the differences in NAM onset timing between each forcing dataset.
Table 3.1 Monthly and JJAS average bias and RMSE statistics for the northern and southern evaluation regions (Fig. 3.1) for the three WRF climatologies when compared to the CRU gridded observations. Before computing the statistics, the WRF output was first re-gridded to match the CRU grid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Jun</th>
<th>Jul</th>
<th>Aug</th>
<th>Sep</th>
<th>Oct</th>
<th>JJAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Northern evaluation region</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average bias</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRF-CFSR</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-8.8</td>
<td>-15.2</td>
<td>-11.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRF-CCSM_o</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>-12.2</td>
<td>-34.8</td>
<td>-12.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRF-CCSM_BC</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-15.9</td>
<td>-19.4</td>
<td>-12.7</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRF-CFSR</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRF-CCSM_o</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRF-CCSM_BC</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southern evaluation region</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average bias</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRF-CFSR</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>-20.9</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>-5.8</td>
<td>-20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRF-CCSM_o</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
<td>-46.2</td>
<td>-53.3</td>
<td>-43.1</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>37.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRF-CCSM_BC</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-33.1</td>
<td>-21.2</td>
<td>-7.5</td>
<td>-45.5</td>
<td>-18.2</td>
<td>26.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRF-CFSR</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>55.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRF-CCSM_o</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRF-CCSM_BC</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>50.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Higgins et al. (1997) defines a monsoon onset date as the first three-day period where the daily precipitation exceeds 0.5 mm day\(^{-1}\). Fig. 3.8 shows the average onset date over the 32-year climatology for each of the three climatologies, as well as the difference between the WRF-CFSR and the WRF-CCSM\(_o\) and WRF-CCSM\(_{BC}\). Corresponding to larger May and June precipitation for the WRF-CCSM\(_o\) (Table 3.1), earlier onset dates are overwhelmingly found when compared to the WRF-CFSR. Furthermore, the later onset dates shown for the WRF-CCSM\(_{BC}\) coincide with the drier month of June over the SER, as well as the drier month of July over the NER. With the model producing overall
dry biases, the WRF-CCSM$_O$ onset months of June in the SER and July in the NER produce better RMSE values due to the earlier onset offsetting the dry biases inherent to the model itself. We have demonstrated the poor seasonal cycle associated with the CCSM$_O$ GoC SST’s, which would promote earlier development of associated NAM mechanics. Although the warmer early-season GoC SSTs in the CCSM$_O$ would promote earlier onset in the surrounding areas, the domain-wide consistency of earlier onset dates suggests a linkage to biases in the LBCs. Further discussion on the impact of the LBCs on the evolution of NAM features is given in the following section.

3.2.2 North American monsoon evolution

Biases within the CCSM$_O$ data have been discussed, but how these biases influence the seasonal cycle of the NAM within the model domain is the focus of this section. To begin, Fig. 3.9 focuses on the climatological northward migration of NAM moisture using a time-versus-latitude average of the precipitable water (Pwat). Pwat represents the total integrated atmospheric moisture within the model column (surface to model-top). The spatial region over which the average is taken is attached to the right of each panel with model terrain height as in Fig. 3.1 included. Panels D and E show the Pwat differences between the CFSR and the two CCSM climatologies. While Pwat values do not directly relate to precipitation, higher Pwat allows more intense rainfall rates when convection does occur. Similar to the comparison of GoC SSTs (Fig. 3.6), the seasonal evolution and timing of peak values appear relatively consistent between the WRF-CFSR and WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$. 
Fig. 3.8 1979-2010 average monsoon onset dates for the three WRF climatologies (top row) with differences between the two WRF CCSM climatologies and WRF-CFSR (Bottom row). Onset dates are defined as the first three-day period where greater than 0.5 mm day\(^{-1}\) occurred each day.

In agreement with earlier onset dates of the WRF-CCSM\(_{O}\), the April-May-(early) June Pwat within the WRF-CCSM\(_{O}\) is characterized by positive (wet) biases at all latitudes on the order of 2 to 10 mm with the largest biases occurring in the tropics between 20\(^\circ\)N and 30\(^\circ\)N. By late June, each climatology successfully captures the
northward progression of higher Pwat values. However, between 30°N and 40°N, both CCSM climatologies contain Pwat values that are generally 2 to 6 mm lower than the WRF-CFSR, although the WRF-CCSM\textsubscript{BC} was slightly less biased overall. Positive biases in the WRF-CCSM\textsubscript{O} return during the decay period (late September and October), with 4 to 10 mm higher Pwat, while the WRF-CCSM\textsubscript{BC} is more comparable to WRF-CFSR with biases between -2 and +2 mm.

Fig. 3.9 Time-versus-latitude plot for climatological precipitable water (mm) spanning 01 April to 01 November for WRF-CFSR (A), WRF-CCSM\textsubscript{O} (B), and WRF-CCSM\textsubscript{BC} (C). Difference plots are shown for WRF-CCSM\textsubscript{O} (D) and WRF-CCSM\textsubscript{BC} (E). The area used to compute the time average is attached to the right of each panel with color fill representing terrain height as in Fig. 3.1.
With the primary driver of NAM precipitation coming from thermodynamic forcing as opposed to synoptic forcing, we look to understand how LBC biases influence the thermodynamic profile within the model. Above the planetary boundary layer, where surface forcing becomes negligible, the thermodynamic profile is primarily controlled by the LBCs. A useful indicator of the seasonal cycle of convective potential, a time-versus-latitude plot showing convective available potential energy (CAPE; color contours) is presented in Fig. 3.10, with contour lines of convective inhibition (CIN) overlaid. CAPE represents the positive buoyancy of the atmosphere and is an indicator of atmospheric instability, while CIN represents the amount of energy that acts to prevent rising air from attaining the level of free convection (LFC). We point out that although all three climatologies have comparable CAPE values north of ~30°N, below this latitude, the WRF-CCSMO contains significantly more CAPE than the other climatologies with the majority of biases above 500 J kg\(^{-1}\) and the largest biases in excess of 1000 J kg\(^{-1}\). CIN contours shown in Fig. 3.10 indicate the presence and strength of low-level temperature ‘capping’ inversions. Large CIN values indicate strong capping inversions, which act to suppress deep convection. Small CIN values indicate an environment more favorable for convection. Both the WRF-CFSR and the WRF-CCSMBC climatologies exhibit large CIN values below 30°N preceding the onset phase compared to the WRF-CCSMO. While these climatologies depict a weakening of CIN during the mature phase, the WRF-CCSMO show increasing CIN, expanding northward.

The presence of persistent and strengthening CIN throughout the NAM environment in the WRF-CCSMO lends evidence to why despite similar Pwat to the WRF-CCSMBC,
the mature NAM phase produces noticeably less precipitation. Furthermore, the lower CIN, higher CAPE, and larger Pwat during the months leading up to the NAM helps explain the earlier onset dates produced by the WRF-CCSM$_O$.

**Fig. 3.10** As in figure 3.9, but for convective available potential energy (CAPE; color fill contours) and convective inhibition (CIN; contour lines). CIN contours are drawn at 50, 100, 200, and 300 J kg$^{-1}$. 
Continuing to focus on why the WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$ produced better precipitation, we examined the lifting condensation level (LCL) and the LFC. A function of surface temperature and air moisture, the LCL is a useful indicator of convective probability and intensity as well as moisture supply. The LFC indicates at what height the positive CAPE region becomes available and is dependent on several characteristics of the overall atmospheric thermodynamic profile. Evaluating the evolution of LCL (meters; color contours) and LCF (meters; contour lines) height in Fig. 3.11 continues to help explain the source of precipitation biases in the WRF-CCSM$_{O}$ and subsequent improvements for the WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$. Coinciding with earlier onset dates, the WRF-CCSM$_{O}$ is characterized by lower LCLs and LFCs above ~25$^\circ$N on the order of 500 to 1,000 meters. Furthermore, while the WRF-CFSR and WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$ depict lowering in LCL and LFCs during the mature phase, the WRF-CCSM$_{O}$ fails to capture the magnitude of this lowering resulting in LCLs that are generally 500 meters higher, and LFCs that are generally 1000 meters higher. The higher LCLs and LFCs during the mature phase provide evidence for why the WRF-CCSM$_{O}$ has lower overall precipitation despite the earlier onset dates. The later onset dates shown in Fig. 3.8 for the WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$ are likely a result of a slightly more suppressive convective environment. During the late June/early July period, the WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$ features slightly lower average CAPE values (~100-200 J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$), slightly lower Pwat (~2 mm), and higher average LCL and LFC (100-200 meters and 500-1500 meters respectively).
Fig. 3.11 As in figure 3.9, but for Lifted Condensation Level (meters; color fill contours) and Level of Free Convection (meters; contour lines). LFC contours are drawn at 5000, 7000, 9000, and 11,000 m.
While feedbacks within the model can play a role in the enhancement of CCSM$_O$ biases in the thermodynamic profile, the root-source stems from the LBCs. Consistent with CAPE and CIN patterns illustrated in Fig. 3.10, biases in the CCSM$_O$ LBC thermodynamic profile showed stronger low-level capping inversions (larger CIN; generally along the southern and eastern boundaries) and larger middle- and upper-level temperature lapse rates (larger CAPE). Additionally, while LCLs will have a strong dependence on surface feedbacks, the WRF-CCSM$_O$ seasonal pattern of convection favoring LCL and LFC heights during the onset-phase, transitioning to convection suppressing heights during the mature phase parallel patterns shown in the LBCs. Reflecting the improved LBCs, the WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$ contains an atmospheric profile and thus a convective environment that is more comparable to the WRF-CFSR climatology.

4 Summary and conclusions

The WRF model was used at 20-km resolution to assess the limitations when dynamically downscaling CCSM version 4 data for the NAM. For this study, the RCP6.0 scenario was used. Three sets of forcing data were used to produce historical 32-year climatologies of the NAM with the CCSM climatology compared to a control climatology driven by the CFSR data. A third forcing dataset was created using SLR and the CFSR data to remove the long-term biases in the CCSM data. In an attempt to preserve the physical relationships across the forcing variables, we limited our bias correction to only temperature (surface, 2-m height, and atmospheric), relative humidity (2-m height and atmospheric), and surface pressure. In doing so, we were able to subsequently derive the remaining necessary forcing variables (geopotential height, zonal
and meridional winds, and sea-level pressure) using physical equations. With the impact of dynamically inconsistent LBCs unknown on internal model feedbacks, our process produces a set of LBCs that are more consistent than would be produced by simply removing the bias of each variable independently. Comparison between the three forcing datasets revealed the SLR bias correction successfully removed long-term biases and improved both the timing and magnitude of seasonal patterns. Furthermore, long-term trends were not affected, preserving the connection with the specific RCP6.0 scenario.

Compared to CFSR over the NAM domain, the CCSM₀ thermodynamic profile contains varying degree of bias at all levels. Headlining these biases are upper atmospheric cold-biases of two to four degrees Celsius, along with mid-level mixing ratio dry-biases on the order of 2 to 3 g kg⁻¹ over the Eastern Tropical Pacific. Additionally, the dramatic warming present throughout the GoC, which plays a role in the development and maturing of the NAM is not appropriately resolved by CCSM₀ SST. Compared to the high-fidelity CFSR SST, the CCSM₀ GoC SST warms too early in the month preceding the NAM, and fails to capture the strength of the warming during the mature phase.

When compared to CFSR data, biases throughout the CCSM₀ atmosphere yielded less accurate NAM onset and intensity. While all climatologies produced too little NAM precipitation, when compared to the CFSR and bias-corrected climatologies, CCSM₀ simulations produced the weakest NAM precipitation, despite having the earliest onset dates, which in some cases were three to four weeks earlier than CFSR. Due to biases in
the CCSM₀ LBCs, the May-June atmosphere preceding the expected onset of the NAM contained greater atmospheric Pwat compared to the CFSR simulations. Furthermore, during these months, the CCSM₀ simulations featured a more convectively favorable environment characterized by lower LCLs and higher CAPE values, as well as lower CIN.

While downscaled CCSM₀ data produced a more favorable convective environment earlier than CFSR, biases in the LBCs during the NAM mature phase (July and August) suppressed convection and therefore precipitation intensity. Despite Pwat values comparable with CFSR, large CIN caused by a stronger mid-level temperature inversion coupled with higher LCLs and LFCs to suppress NAM convection. Also, the magnitude of warming in the GoC SSTs during the peak summer months is not captured in the CCSM₀ data. When compared to the high-fidelity CFSR SST, cooler SSTs provided by CCSM₀ limit the contribution of surface heat and moisture fluxes to the lower atmosphere as well as lessen the important land-sea temperature contrast. In all cases, the biases in the CCSM₀ driven simulations reflect those found in the LBCs, a finding consistent with the multi-model analysis of Bukovsky et al. (2013).

With better atmospheric temperature and moisture fields, the CCSM₀LBC produced a more accurate development and strengthening of the NAM. Downscaling the bias-corrected data produced a convective environment comparable to the CFSR simulations, resulting in a precipitation climatology that was closer to CRU observations for both monthly and seasonal patterns than the CCSM₀. While the CCSM₀ produced far
too early onset dates, the bias correction resulted in onset dates that were later than CFSR, but generally much closer to CFSR than the CCSM\textsubscript{0} was. Overall, the bias-correction process yielded a more representative NAM seasonal cycle providing confidence when using the bias-corrected data for future climate projections of the NAM.

One limitation of our bias-correction process is that in order to preserve the physical relationships, the geopotential height and wind fields were not directly corrected. It is unclear whether the limiting factor when downscaling the CCSM data for the NAM is the thermodynamic properties of the atmosphere (temperature and moisture), or errors associated with the development of circulation features. With the NAM being primarily a convective environment, we opted to directly correct temperature and moisture and have shown this process improved NAM precipitation. While some of the circulation biases are reduced (mostly in the magnitude and strength of systems), the bias-corrected dataset is still very much dependent on the original wind field. This dependence likely limits the overall effectiveness of the bias correction as the evolution of the CCSM\textsubscript{0} synoptic pattern does contain biases.

At the time of this paper, the authors are not aware of any study that directly addresses the uncertainties associated with internal model feedbacks from physically inconsistent LBCs. However, the governing equations and dynamics within a numerical model such as WRF do have some capacity to adjust inconsistencies across atmospheric fields as they are advected into the model domain. Just how sensitive the model is to inconsistent forcing variables is yet to be determined. Further work testing the impact of
varying degrees of inconsistent LBCs is needed before the uncertainties associated with these inconsistencies can be ignored.
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CHAPTER 4

THE RESPONSE OF FUTURE PROJECTIONS OF THE NORTH AMERICAN MONSOON WHEN COMBINING DYNAMICAL DOWNSCALING AND BIAS CORRECTION OF CCSM4 OUTPUT

Abstract

A 20-km regional climate model (RCM) dynamically downscaled the Community Climate System Model version 4 (CCSM4) to compare 32-year historical and future “end-of-the-century” climatologies of the North American Monsoon (NAM). CCSM4 and other phase 5 Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) models have indicated a delayed NAM and overall general drying trend. Here, we test the suggested mechanism for this drier NAM where increasing atmospheric static stability and reduced early-season evapotranspiration under global warming will limit early-season convection and compress the mature-season of the NAM.

Through our higher resolution RCM, we found the role of accelerated evaporation under a warmer climate is likely understated in coarse resolution models such as CCSM4. Improving the representation of mesoscale interactions associated with the Gulf of California and surrounding topography produced additional surface evaporation, which overwhelmed the convection-suppressing effects of a warmer troposphere. Furthermore, the improved land-sea temperature gradient helped drive stronger southerly winds and greater moisture transport.
Finally, we addressed limitations from inherent CCSM4 biases through a form of mean bias correction, which resulted in a more accurate seasonality of the atmospheric thermodynamic profile. After bias correction, greater surface evaporation from average peak GoC SSTs of 32 °C compared to 29 °C from the original CCSM4 led to roughly 50 percent larger changes to low-level moist static energy compared to that produced by the downscaled original CCSM4.

The increasing destabilization of the NAM environment produced onset dates that were one to two weeks earlier in the core of the NAM and northern extent, respectively. Furthermore, a significantly more vigorous NAM signal was produced after bias correction, with greater than 50 mm month$^{-1}$ increases to the June-September precipitation found along east and west coasts of Mexico and into parts of Texas. A shift towards more extreme daily precipitation was found in both downscaled climatologies, with the bias-corrected climatology containing a much more apparent and extreme shift.

1 Introduction

Occurring over a drought susceptible region, the North American Monsoon (NAM) plays a critical role in the hydrologic cycle throughout Mexico and the southwestern United States. Regional ecology, agriculture, and socioeconomic systems are all highly dependent on NAM rainfall while experiencing threats from severe weather, flash flooding, and lightning-triggered wildfires (Ray et al. 2007).
Similar to other global monsoons, the NAM bisects a period of extremely dry climate both preceding and following the pronounced seasonal shift in atmospheric circulation and moisture transport. Upper-air observations indicate the NAM system typically begins to organize in early June, with rainfall onset first occurring along the southernmost extent of the Sierra Madre Occidental (SMO) mountain range. This elevated topographical feature gives way to lowlands which receive up to 80% or 90% of the maximum possible solar insolation leading to summer surface air temperatures which often exceed 40 °C (Adams and Comrie, 1997). Bounded by the warm water bodies of the Gulf of California (GoC) to the west and the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) to the east, the most persistent storm activity occurs along the SMO, where upwards of 70% of the annual precipitation can fall over the four-month monsoon season (Douglas et al. 1993; Higgins et al. 1997). As the warm season progresses, the NAM system intensifies and expands northward bringing convective rain throughout the southwest United States before it reaches maturity around mid-July. The annual precipitation decreases from northwest Mexico to the southwest United States during each monsoon season, where in the latter a less influential 40% of the annual total can fall. A clear definition of the terminal date for the NAM season is muddled by ambiguity between synoptic- and NAM-driven rainfall, but lingering remnants of the NAM often last into late September.

With a historical perspective on the sensitivity of the region’s population to drought, the call for a more comprehensive understanding of the NAM system has existed for several decades (Giorgi and Mearns, 1991). Further exacerbating the region’s vulnerability to prolonged drought is the expected doubling of population by the middle
of the 21st century and the subsequent increased water demand throughout the United States (Liverman and Merideth 2002) and northern Mexico (Magaña and Conde 2000). Reasonably so, regional planners are highly motivated to gain insight into the impacts a warmer climate might have on future NAM rainfall.

Due to the obvious societal implications, much effort has been given to investigating the impact of global warming on the NAM system. Future projections of the NAM have been simulated using both global general circulation models (GCMs) and regional climate models (RCMs). The Climate Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) is an international assembly of GCM models independently developed by various nations including U.S. agencies. At the global scale, investigation into monsoon projections in each of the phases 2, 3 and 5 of CMIP GCM simulations has shown an ensemble consensus for a shift in seasonality (delayed onset and retreat phases) with greater late-season rainfall for the global monsoon system (Seager et al. 2007, CMIP2; Seth et al. 2011, CMIP3; Cook and Seager, 2013, Seth et al. 2013, CMIP5). Pertaining to all monsoon systems in general, these GCM global warming scenarios produce a pre-onset stage of the monsoon season (May and June) that features greater tropospheric stability from a warmer climate and lesser low-level atmospheric moisture from decreased evapotranspiration. These mechanisms reinforce each other to create what is commonly referred to as the springtime “convective barrier.” As the warm season progresses, increasing moisture convergence eventually overcomes this convective barrier resulting in a period of moderately enhanced precipitation activity relative to historical normals (Seth et al. 2010). Focusing on the NAM, Bukovsky et al. (2013) reported that a
combination of poorly resolved land-atmosphere interactions and biased atmospheric circulation led to CMIP simulations that contained sufficient uncertainty and spread between individual ensemble members. Their findings highlight the limitation of GCM projections of the NAM, which depends on processes these models struggle to resolve.

One deficiency of CMIP models stems from horizontal grid spacing that is too coarse to appropriately describe finer-scale processes linked to complex terrain, coastlines or large surface heterogeneities (McGregor, 1997); all of which play a measurable role in the NAM system. In fact, mountain/no mountain GCM experiments performed by Broccoli and Manabe (1992) highlighted the importance of regional topography when developing a vigorous monsoon circulation. Furthermore, studies by Lee et al. (2007) and Collier and Zhang (2007) describe the positive impact from increased horizontal resolution on the diurnal cycle of precipitation and the role of mesoscale processes such as those dependent on the Gulf of California (GoC). Through higher horizontal resolution, RCMs have already proven to add value over GCM applications and produce a more realistic historical NAM (Higgins et al. 2006; Gutzler et al. 2009; Castro et al. 2012; Bukovsky et al. 2013; Bukovsky et al. 2015; Meyer and Jin 2015). By including more of the interactions across spatial scales, future projections simulated using an RCM can be considered more reliable when compared to a GCM where certain climate mechanisms are diminished or even neglected.

Great effort has been spent on improving North American climate projections by dynamically downscaling CMIP models through a RCM. Notably, the North American
Regional Climate Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP; Mearns et al. 2009) downscaled phase 3 of the CMIP models. With respect to the NAM, historical evaluation of NARCCAP simulations showed general improvements to the representation of the overall NAM system relative to parent GCMs (Bukovsky et al. 2013). A future evaluation of historically top-performing NARCCAP models suggested a small but significant drying trend across the southwest U.S (Bukovsky et al. (2015).

While RCM models help to improve the representation of NAM processes, Bukovsky et al. (2013, 2015) highlights a limiting factor when using an RCM. Their findings showed the negative impacts from a biased parent GCM when transmitted through the lateral boundary conditions (LBC). For this reason, Bukovsky et al. (2015) concludes “the ensemble-mean precipitation projections lack credibility” and “…it would be ideal to complete simulations where they are forced with a less biased set of GCMs.” By merging GCM bias correction before dynamically downscaled with an RCM, our study takes a step towards a more credible future projection of the NAM.

Here, we compare a 32-year historical climatology and a future “end-of-the-century” climatology of the NAM produced by downscaling both original and bias-corrected GCM output. Our study expands on previous work described in Meyer and Jin (2015); (hereafter referred to as MJ15) where a historical evaluation of the downscaled original GCM and bias-corrected GCM climatologies was presented. This historical evaluation highlighted the strong dependence the maturation of the NAM convective environment has on LBCs. Before bias correction, inherent deficiencies in the seasonality and peak
magnitudes of the profiles of temperature and moisture from the parent GCM favored early- and late-season convection while suppressing peak-season rainfall. Additionally, when downsampling the coarse-resolution GCM—which fails to accurately resolve the GoC landmask—interpolation of GoC SSTs from the surrounding Pacific Ocean was required. Whereas the Pacific Ocean SSTs can often be upwards of 5°C cooler than the GoC during the mature phase of the NAM (Adams and Comrie 1997), the reduced surface convective forcing acts to further limit storm activity. After bias correction, historically consistent seasonality and peak magnitudes of the NAM environment led to improved rainfall simulations. Using these historical climatologies as a reference period, this study compares the impact global warming has on the future state of the NAM.

The objective of this study is to (1) assess the limitations of current GCM projections of the NAM due to insufficient model resolution and (2) assess how the inherent systematic biases associated with a GCM can hinder dynamical downscaling of the NAM. To accomplish this objective, we used a higher-resolution RCM to compare dynamically downscaled climatologies driven by both the original GCM and bias-corrected GCM LBCs. We explored the sensitivity of NAM mechanisms to a warming climate while examining the simulated effects a changing NAM system could have on the spatiotemporal distributions of rainfall by the end of the 21st century. In doing so, we aim to improve the current perspective on the future state of interannual variability, seasonality, and spatial distribution of NAM rainfall. A description of our methodology and the datasets used for this study is provided in Section 2. Section 3 presents our results and future comparison while Section 4 offers a summary and discussion of our findings.
2 Data and methodology

2.1 General circulation model output

GCM forcing data was provided by the Community Climate System Model version 4 (CCSM4; Gent et al. 2011). Termed a representative concentration pathway (RCP), future projections by CMIP5 models contain one of several specific trajectories for greenhouse gas concentration forcing and land-use change (Van Vuuren et al. 2011). RCP 6.0 was chosen for this study as its trajectory falls between the optimistic RCP 2.5 and the more aggressive 8.5 scenario. CCSM4 is one of the higher resolution CMIP5 models at 0.93° latitude by 1.25° longitude (CMIP5 models range from 0.57° to 3.76° in a latitude-longitude resolution). Although Geil et al. (2013) found no correlation between CMIP5 model resolution and NAM performance, CCSM4 produced a relatively minor wet bias in precipitation relative to other CMIP5 models. Furthermore, a comparison of 500-hPa circulation patterns in CMIP5 models showed CCSM4 was a top-5 performer across the warm season period (May-October) and the best performer for the mature season (July-August). Thus, with upper-air atmospheric circulation strongly associated with the evolution of the NAM system, CCSM4 is a credible GCM to downscale. With that said, Geil et al. (2013) did highlight some deficiencies in CCSM4, which produced an extended monsoon season that started too early (-41 day lag; ensemble average of -22) and lasted too long (+18 day lag; ensemble average of +8).

2.2 Regional climate model configuration

With a wide-ranging set of available model physics, the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model version 3.5.1 (Skamarock 2008) was chosen for our RCM. A
detailed description of the calibration phase of the WRF model physics employed for these simulations can be found in MJ15. This historical evaluation showed that a 20 km resolution WRF can realistically reproduce the NAM. Thus, along with convective model parameterization, we think 20-km grid spacing is a reasonable resolution to capture the main physical features of the NAM.

The regional topography as resolved by the CCSM4 and WRF domains is provided in Fig. 4.1 and illustrates the distinct differences between key surface features such as the SMO, the GoC, and the Mogollon Rim in Arizona. Masking out ocean grid cells (white color fill) exposes perhaps the largest limitation of the coarse resolution CCSM4 domain, which fails to resolve well over half of the GoC. However, we do note that the CCSM4 ocean and land surface models operate at a slightly higher grid resolution than the atmosphere model grid shown in Fig. 4.1a. Subsequent coupling between the atmosphere model requires upscaling, which introduces the possibility that the fidelity of GoC processes can be lost. Also included in Fig. 4.1b are two evaluation zones and the boundary relax zones (where 6-hourly LBC data is integrated into the WRF domain). These areas are used in several comparisons discussed in the results section. The southern evaluation zone is placed over the SMO and represents the core of the NAM where orographic effects and greater moisture convergence produce a strongly diurnal cycle of more intense persistent convection. The northern zone depends on moisture advection and convergence to initiate convection and is characterized by more localized but less frequent and intense convection.
Fig. 4.1 Model resolved terrain for Community Climate System Model version 4 (CCSM4) (a) and the 20-km WRF domain (b). Respective landmasks are used to show only the land surface to demonstrate the difference in coastlines and the Gulf of California. Also included in (b) are the boundary relax zones for the WRF domain (black dashed lines) and two evaluation regions (red dashed lines).

Expanding on the 32-year (1979-2010) historical climatologies described in MJ15, we produced two sets of 32-year (2068-2099) “end-of-the-century” climatologies driven with both the original and bias-corrected CCSM4 LBCs. To better facilitate a seamless future downscaling projection, we note that this version of the WRF model allowed the internal radiative forcing to exactly match the RCP scenario of radiative forcing employed in the CCSM4 output used for LBCs.
2.3 Bias correction of GCM output

To reduce potential uncertainty in future climate projections, an RCM approach is often paired with a form of GCM bias correction. Although discussed in MJ15, our process of bias correction used the observation-based Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR; Saha et al. 2010) with linear regression to reduce the systematic bias in the CCSM4 data. We addressed the potential for dynamic imbalances between interdependent atmospheric and surface variables (Misra and Kanamitsu 2004) by correcting select atmospheric state variables, which are subsequently used to derive the necessary remaining LBC variables. Bias correction of the future data relies on the historical linear regression equation at each grid point and follows the same process to preserve the physical dependencies among the corrected variables.

3 Evaluation of future projections

Our comparisons presented in this section will concentrate on two main areas. First, we explore the benefits of better-resolved terrain and surface forcing included in the WRF domain compared to the original CCSM4 output. This comparison shows the added value simply from improved terrain and mesoscale interactions, while highlighting the limitations from biased LBCs. Second, by comparing the downscaled original and bias-corrected simulations we aim to better understand the role GCM biases have on simulated NAM mechanisms.
3.1 North American monsoon forcing

We begin by first comparing changes to a few key CCSM4 LBCs driving the WRF model. Hereafter, we use the term CCSM4\textsubscript{O} for original model output and CCSM4\textsubscript{BC} for bias-corrected model output when describing the forcing datasets. A common frame of reference to understand changes in a convective environment is through the atmosphere’s moist static energy profile (MSE):

\[
MSE = C_p T + g z + L_v r
\]  

where \(C_p\) is the specific heat of air, \(T\) is air temperature, \(g\) is the gravitational acceleration, \(z\) is geopotential height, \(L_v\) is the latent heat of vaporization, and \(r\) is the water vapor mixing ratio. MSE is analogous to equivalent potential temperature when geopotential height rather than pressure is used as a vertical coordinate. MSE is therefore a more appropriate variable to understand the combined convective changes from three of the fundamental LBC variables. Greater low-level MSE indicates a more convectively favorable atmosphere, while greater upper-level MSE indicates a more convectively suppressive atmosphere.

Averaged over the boundary relax zones, Fig. 4.2 compares the future minus historical changes to the vertical profile of temperature, mixing ratio, and MSE for the early (May-June), mature (July-August), and late (September-October) monsoon season. Fig. 4.2 reinforces the interactions between the aforementioned tropospheric warming and increased evapotranspiration mechanisms. The profiles for both original and bias-
corrected LBCs are quite similar with the bias-corrected LBCs containing slightly larger MSE changes in the future, but with a similar profile curve as the original. Warming tropospheric temperatures between 2 °C and 3 °C were reported at all levels with local maxima found at approximately 850- and 250-hPa. In each time frame, the bias-corrected LBCs have slightly greater temperature change. The most apparent deviation from the original LBC temperature changes is found below 500-hPa in the May/June period and above ~600-hPa for the July/August period. Whereas upper-level maxima in MSE change (~4 MJ kg\(^{-1}\)) correspond to warming temperatures, greatest MSE changes (~5 to 7 MJ kg\(^{-1}\)) are found in the lower levels as you approach the surface. Here, increasing atmospheric mixing ratio (~1.5 g kg\(^{-1}\)) drives the larger near-surface changes to MSE, and indicates LBCs from each original and bias-corrected models drive an overall destabilization of the future NAM domain. Close to the surface, the bias-corrected LBCs indicate a slightly larger increase to mixing ratio, helping to create the greater near-surface MSE changes.

**Fig. 4.2** Future change (future minus historical) for lateral boundary conditions vertical profile of mixing ratio (g kg\(^{-1}\)), temperature (°C), and moist static energy (MSE; MJ kg\(^{-1}\)) for the original Community Climate System Model (CCSM\(_O\); red lines) and bias-corrected Community Climate System Model (CCSM\(_{BC}\); green lines).
Moisture and its effects on stability mean that dynamically downscaled GCMs—and their known dry biases during the NAM season (Bukovsky et al. 2013)—will struggle to accurately capture the atmospheric static stability profile (MJ15). The majority of NAM moisture is now well understood to originate from either the distant Eastern Tropical Pacific or the GoC (Adams and Comrie 1997). The seasonal evolution of the comparatively warm GoC SSTs has shown a correlation with both the seasonal timing and the interannual variability of the NAM. Using high spatial and temporal resolution GoC SST observations and satellite measurements of rainfall, Mitchell et al. (2002) found that (1) onset of rainfall generally did not occur prior to SSTs exceeding 26 °C with the northward progression of this 26 °C threshold also coinciding with the northward progression of rainfall, (2) 75% of rainfall across the northern periphery (e.g. Arizona and New Mexico) fell after the northern GoC SSTs exceeded 29 °C and (3) to some degree, GoC SSTs influence interannual variability of the northern periphery rainfall where wet years often occur during a warm phase of northern GoC SST early in the season.

Clearly, GoC SSTs are important to the NAM system, and one of the most glaring issues when downscaling a coarse resolution GCM like CCSM4 for the NAM is the missing GoC (Fig. 4.1a). Described in MJ15, the historical seasonality of interpolated CCSM4 GoC SSTs feature early-season warm biases (2-3 °C) and mature-season cold biases (~2 °C) as the model must rely on interpolated surrounding Pacific SSTs over the GoC. To visualize the net result of GCM SST interpolation on the GoC, refer to Fig. 18 in Bukovsky et al. (2013). The poor seasonality and colder mature-season SSTs limit the modeled evolution of the NAM system. Fig. 4.3 provides some perspective on future
changes to the downscaled GoC SSTs (solid lines). Peak GoC SSTs warmed from 27.75 °C to 29.0 °C (1.25 °C warming) by the end of the century in CCSM\textsubscript{O} and from 30 °C to 32 °C (2.0 °C warming) in CCSM\textsubscript{BC}. Also shown in Fig. 4.3 is the corresponding change to saturation vapor pressure (\(e_s\); dashed lines). With a 60 percent larger rate of warming (2.0 °C vs. 1.25 °C) and higher peak SSTs (32.0 °C vs. 29.0 °C) in the future CCSM\textsubscript{BC}, the net result of the non-linearity of the Clausius-Clayperon relationship is an 82% larger (500 Pa vs. 275 Pa) peak increase to \(e_s\). The resulting impact on NAM mechanisms turns out to be a key difference between the two downscaled simulations.

**Fig. 4.3** Future changes to Gulf of California (GoC) sea surface temperature (SST) and saturation vapor pressure. (a) Future 32-year (2068-2099) climatology of GoC SSTs for original Community Climate System Model (CCSM\textsubscript{O}; red) and bias-corrected Community Climate System Model (CCSM\textsubscript{BC}; green) forcing datasets. (b) Future change (future minus historical) over the historical 32-year (1979-2010) climatology for SST (solid lines; left y-axis) and saturation vapor pressure (dashed lines; right y-axis)
3.2 North American monsoon mechanisms

In previous sections, we described how limited the fidelity of NAM mechanisms are when dynamically downscaling original GCM forcing data. We also compared the future changes between the original and bias-corrected forcing conditions. Here, we examine the impact original CCSM4 versus bias-corrected CCSM4 LBCs have on NAM mechanisms when downscaled to a higher resolution. Hereafter, when referring to a comparison between the WRF climatologies, we use the terms WRF-CCSM$_O$ and WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$ to describe the original and bias-corrected simulations.

Continuing to show the influence of GoC SSTs on the NAM system, we first look to the seasonality of moisture flux from the surface. Evaporation from a water surface is dependent on both the water surface’s available energy (a function of SST) and the overriding atmospheric humidity and wind speed conditions. As a function of SSTs, the saturation vapor pressure combines with atmospheric conditions to determine the vapor gradient between the air and the water surface, which affects the rate of evaporation. Fig. 4.4 shows the historical and future 32-year climatology of modeled moisture flux from the GoC. Historically, while the WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$ moisture flux closely follows the climatology of the reanalysis-driven simulations (WRF-CFSR), the WRF-CCSM$_O$ once again is characterized by poor seasonality with excessive early-season and insufficient mature-season evaporation. Historical mature-season evaporation rates produced by WRF-CFSR show approximately 3 to 5 mm day$^{-1}$ with peak evaporation of ~7 mm day$^{-1}$ occurring after mid-October. Comparing the future changes to GoC evaporation, WRF-CCSM$_O$ remains relatively unchanged for either the seasonality, or peak evaporation. On
the other hand, while early-season evaporation remains comparable for WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$, the timing of peak evaporation by the end of the century advances earlier in the season and now coincides with the timing of the mature phase of the NAM. We note that the actual peak evaporation remains consistent with the historical peak rates (~7 mm day$^{-1}$) with the timing of these values shifting from mid-October to mid-August in the future climatology.

**Fig. 4.4** Historical vs. future Gulf of California (GoC) moisture flux comparison. (a) 32-year historical (1979-2010) and (b) future (2068-2099) GoC moisture flux (mm day$^{-1}$) for WRF driven by observation-based Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (WRF-CFSR; blue), original Community Climate System Model (WRF-CCSM$_O$; red) and bias-corrected Community Climate System Model (WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$; green).
To frame the modeled evaporation rates with observations, we point to satellite estimates of evaporation from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission reported by Prakash et al. (2011). While the GoC is not fully resolved by their study and satellite estimates of evaporation operate with a large margin of error, estimates for the mouth of the GoC shows July evaporation rates of roughly 4 to 5 mm day$^{-1}$ with surrounding Pacific evaporation rates between 1 and 3 mm day$^{-1}$. The modeled evaporation rates appear to fall within the historical margins, leading us to conclude that the future changes to simulated evaporation are within reason.

We showed the dramatic differences in the seasonality and peak values of GoC SST’s and simulated evaporation. Moving next to the impacts these differences have on the NAM system, we look to the changes in the modeled MSE profile. Averaging over the NAM core and northern periphery regions outlined in Fig. 4.1b, Fig. 4.5 compares future changes to the MSE profile (solid line), temperature (long dash), and mixing ratio (short dash) for the CCSM4 model and each of the downscaled WRF climatologies. Upper air changes to MSE continue to reflect the effect from increasing tropospheric temperatures working to suppress convection. Whereas Fig. 4.2 indicated both original and bias-corrected simulations should contain similar near-surface changes, after downscaling, a substantial difference between the WRF-CCSM$_O$ and WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$ is evident, especially along the NAM core and during the mature season. Near-surface MSE changes produced in the WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$ suggest a much greater destabilization of the atmosphere when compared to the CCSM4 or WRF-CCSM$_O$. Much of the change to near-surface MSE profile appears to come from changes to mixing ratio, with an increase of 1 to 2 g
kg\(^{-1}\) during the mature phase of the NAM for the WRF-CCSM\(_{BC}\) compared to 0.5 to 1.0 g kg\(^{-1}\) for the WRF-CCSM\(_{O}\). We suggest the differences between the two downscaled simulations (where both showed similar future changes in the LBC forcing data; Fig. 4.2) stems from the greater GoC SSTs and larger subsequent surface evaporation.

Despite being a major contributor to NAM moisture, evaporation is not the only reason that the GoC is important. Both observational (Douglas 1995; Berbery 2001) and numerical studies (Stensrud et al. 1997; Anderson et al. 2000; Gao et al. 2008) have
confirmed the role of the regional terrain on the transport of moisture onshore. Land-sea temperature contrasts between the GoC and the SMO highlands drive an onshore, diurnal sea-breeze circulation during the day, shifting to a nighttime and predawn low-level jet (Douglas 1995). Enhanced afternoon moisture convergence occurs over the SMO highlands resulting in persistent rainfall over the core of the NAM throughout the season (Berbery 2001). Scenarios where the mesoscale mechanisms and the synoptic circulation align result in the strongest moisture surge events, bringing NAM rainfall deep into the interior southwest U.S (Stensrud et al. 1997).

With such large discrepancy between the CCSM$_O$ and CCSM$_{BC}$ LBCs and GoC SSTs, it is not surprising that downscaling resulted in quite dissimilar southerly flow patterns. Fig. 4.6 shows a cross section of the historical climatology of July-August V-winds for the CFSR (a) reanalysis and CCSM4 (b) and their respective downscaled climatologies (d,e,f). The coarse resolution CCSM4 clearly does not resolve the mesoscale interactions appropriately, with much of the low- and mid-level flow showing a northerly component between 2 and 3 m s$^{-1}$. The region that does have a southerly component is greatly limited in extent with slightly lower magnitude values (0-2 m s$^{-1}$ versus 1-3 m s$^{-1}$). With identical grids, downscaling produces similar low-level flows between 1 and 3 m s$^{-1}$ for each forcing datasets. The upper-level anticyclone is consistent in each of the historical climatologies, although WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$ over predicts the strength by approximately 1.0 m s$^{-1}$. 
Fig. 4.6 Vertical cross section of historical climatological July-August meridional component V-wind (m s\(^{-1}\)) for observation based Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR; a), and Community Climate System Model version 4 (CCSM4; b). Historical downscaled WRF climatologies for CFSR (d), original CCSM4 (e) and bias-corrected CCSM4 (f) are used to compare future differences (g,h,i) where green/red represents stronger/weaker V-winds in the future climatology. The area covered by the cross section is indicated with the black line in (c).

Also included in Fig. 4.6 is the future change to the July-August V-wind (g,h,i), with green indicating a strengthening southerly wind and red denoting a reduction of southerly winds. Without an accurate zonal temperature gradient, CCSM4 projects southerly winds to decrease in strength during the mature season across most of the cross-section. After downscaling, little change is produced in the future WRF-CCSMO with slightly decreasing southerly winds near the surface, and slightly increasing southerly winds in the mid-levels. After bias correction—with a more appropriate prescription of GoC
SSTs—the future period of WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$ indicates a discernable strengthening of the southerly winds above 1.5 m s$^{-1}$ throughout the lowest 2.5 km over the GoC and SMO foothills.

When factoring in the additional water vapor stored in the atmosphere under a global warming scenario, the strengthening of southerly winds becomes even more impactful to the NAM. Not only does extra moisture convergence occur over the highlands of the SMO but the additional moisture transport in the future period produces stronger, more frequent moisture surges that can penetrate deeper into the northern periphery of the NAM domain.

3.3 North American monsoon precipitation

Our results up to this point demonstrate that simply by dynamically downscaling CCSM4, the improvements to surface processes related to the GoC and SMO terrain interactions yield more realistic NAM features such as the LLJ and surface evaporation. Although not shown, we can infer that improvements to wind patterns and atmospheric moisture lead to improvements in the overall moisture transportation associated with the NAM. These improvements are in spite of the limitations imposed on the WRF model by biased boundary conditions. With bias correction of the CCSM4 data, these limitations are greatly reduced and yield quite different changes to the atmospheric profile through both land-surface interactions included in the model, and different boundary condition seasonality and peak values. This sub-section focuses on the differences to precipitation fields each model version prescribes in the future.
Starting with the most basic analysis, Fig. 4.7 shows the climatological changes to June-September precipitation for CCSM4 and the two downscaled projections. Reaffirming CMIP trends, a modest overall drying signal is produced by CCSM4. A few locations around northwestern Mexico and the states of New Mexico and Texas show minor increases to NAM precipitation on the order of 0-10 mm month\(^{-1}\). Simply downscaling CCSM4 output and including GoC processes and improving the land surface representation, the southwestern U.S.—and especially Texas—reverses trends towards a wetter NAM. One consistency with CCSM4 is the drying trend produced along the GoC coastline at lower elevations. Interestingly, the entirety of the WRF-CCSM\(_0\) SMO ridgeline exhibits a wetter signal whereas the CCSM4 output only hints at a few higher elevation locations becoming wetter. This suggests that even by improving the GoC evaporation and surrounding topography description, the WRF-CCSM\(_0\) atmosphere itself is not becoming more thermodynamically unstable. Here, cooler WRF-CCSM\(_0\) GoC SST’s (Fig. 4.3) and lesser moisture flux (Fig. 4.4) limits the near-surface MSE increases relative to the mid- and upper-level increases (Fig. 4.5). This helps explain why WRF-CCSM\(_0\) appears to need the onshore, upslope flow fueling enhanced moisture convergence over the SMO highlands to initiate increased convective activity. After bias correction, a substantially wetter future NAM is produced throughout the core areas and across the eastern half of Mexico and into Texas. The southwest U.S. exhibits a mixed signal with a drying trend across the farthest northern areas in Utah and Colorado. The largest increasing pattern above 50 mm month\(^{-1}\) exists along the GoC and GoM coastlines as well as into Texas.
Fig. 4.7 Future June-September (JJAS) precipitation change (mm month$^{-1}$) comparison. Top row shows future difference relative to the historical climatology from the same model/forcing dataset (a,b,c). Bottom row (d,e,f) represents the percent change of the future variability relative to the historical normal with blue (increasing interannual variability) or brown (decreasing interannual variability) colors.

Also shown in Fig. 4.7 is the change to the interannual June-September precipitation variability. In such arid conditions, the interannual variability across the NAM domain can often exceed the seasonal mean and is strongly connected to the synoptic variability of the NAM anticyclone (Higgins et al. 1997). By taking the difference between the historical and future variance of yearly June-September precipitation, this set of figures
shows where the interannual variability is decreasing (brown colors) or increasing (blue colors). The general idea that interannual variability will increase under a global warming scenario is displayed in the CCSM4 panel with increasing variability across much of the NAM core and into Arizona and Texas. WRF-CCSM suggests that while northwest Mexico has less variable rainfall in the future, the rest of the NAM domain exhibits increasingly variable monsoon rainfall, especially in Texas and along the eastern half of Mexico. After bias correction, we see that with the exception of the SMO highlands, the bulk of the NAM domain contains greater rainfall variability.

NAM onset is a profoundly important consideration for the regional hydrology. Earlier onset dates allow a naturally prolonged period of NAM rainfall to occur, and thus typically relate to a wetter season while the opposite is true for later onset dates (Higgins et al. 1998). Following the historical evaluation presented in MJ15, we define NAM onset as the first three-day period with consecutive daily rainfall greater than 0.5 mm day\(^{-1}\). Comparing average onset dates, Fig. 4.8 reiterates the aforementioned delayed onset date due to the ‘spring convective barrier’ produced in the CCSM4 model where brown and blue colors indicate later or earlier onset, respectively. Across the NAM core, WRF-CCSM\(_{O}\) produced a similar yet less aggressive delay to the NAM, while across the entire southwest U.S. the trend reverses towards earlier NAM onset. Historical analysis in MJ15 showed the WRF-CCSM\(_{O}\) triggered NAM onset up to three weeks earlier than the reanalysis driven simulations so it is perhaps surprising to see the southwest NAM onset occurring even earlier than the historical period. However, with poor seasonality and LBCs that favor early-season convection, this pattern is not considered out of the
question. After bias correction, WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$ indicates a general advance of NAM onset dates across the region, with only parts of central and eastern Mexico characterized by delayed onset dates. The variability of onset is also an important factor in the regional hydrology and although not shown, we note that the CCSM4 shows increasingly variable onset dates in the future, while both downscaled climatologies generally produced a less variable onset date. With both synoptic and surface forcing (i.e. warming of GoC SSTs past a certain threshold; Mitchell et al. 2002) controlling the NAM onset, a transition to a less variable onset seems to suggest a growing influence from surface forcings which inherently contain much less interannual variability themselves.

**Fig. 4.8** Changes to future average North American Monsoon (NAM) onset with earlier onset (blue colors) or later onset (brown colors). Onset day is defined as the first occurrence after 01 May with three consecutive days with at least 0.5 mm day$^{-1}$. 
Regarding precipitation trends and onset dates, our results highlight the extreme sensitivity to model resolution and even to the parent model biases. We next show how each model type captures daily precipitation intensity, and how the distribution of rainfall intensity changes by the end of the 21st century. A histogram of the historical and future JJAS daily precipitation distribution for the NAM core and the northern periphery zones is plotted in Fig. 4.9. For all years, the daily precipitation was calculated spanning a 24-hour cycle beginning 12:00 UTC (early morning local time) to capture the full diurnal cycle of thunderstorm activity. Days with rainfall below the measureable trace rainfall threshold of 0.254 mm (0.01 inches) were considered non-events, and are not factored into this histogram. Two y-axis scales are used to better visualize the frequency of extreme events on the same plot. Over each evaluation domain and both historical and future climatology, the two WRF forcing datasets are more heavily skewed towards light rainfall events between trace and 5 mm day$^{-1}$. The mean daily rainfall for CCSM4 is shifted towards larger events greater than 5 mm day$^{-1}$. Relative to CCSM4 and WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$ distributions in each domain and time period, WRF-CCSM$_{O}$ produces fewer large daily rainfall events.

Shown in the bottom row of Fig. 4.9 are the changes to the distribution by the end of the century. In both regions, CCSM4 indicates daily rainfall with increasing light rainfall and more frequent large events at the expense of events between 1 to 15 mm day$^{-1}$. With modest increases to atmospheric moisture and instability, future WRF-CCSM$_{O}$ shifts the daily events away from light rainfall and more towards the 1 to 5 mm day$^{-1}$, but with no apparent change to more extreme events. With much larger increases to atmospheric
moisture, and near-surface MSE, the future WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$ simulations in both regions indicate a considerable shift away from lighter rainfall towards larger rainfall events.

**Fig. 4.9** Histogram distribution of June-September (JJAS) daily precipitation over the NAM core (left column) and the northern periphery (right column). Community Climate System Model version 4 (CCSM4; black bars), WRF driven with original CCSM4 (WRF-CCSM$_{O}$; red bars), and bias-corrected CCSM4 (WRF-CCSM$_{BC}$; green bars) are included. Distributions are split into two y-axis scales to better display the extreme event bins. Bottom row represents the future change in the daily precipitation distribution. Days with none, or less than trace amounts of rainfall ($< 0.254$ mm day$^{-1}$) were not included in the frequency count.
Lastly, to better understand changes to daily event-scale precipitation, we look at the changes to the number of JJAS days without precipitation. Referred to as ‘dry days’, the number of days without precipitation in a year is important when understanding the changes to the regional hydrology. Conceptually, the daily frequency and amount of precipitation delivered to the soil column throughout the NAM season can lead to very different hydrology. Less frequent, more intense rainfall leads to greater surface runoff and less useable water infiltrating into the soil column whereas more frequent, less intense rainfall tends to not penetrate deep into the soil column and is quickly removed through evapotranspiration pathways. Furthermore, near-surface soil moisture not only impacts the surface energy budget, but also how moisture recycling can enhance downstream rainfall (Domínguez et al. 2008).

Fig. 4.10 shows the future difference in average yearly dry days as well as the change to the interannual variability. While CCSM4 points to an increasing number of JJAS dry days by the end of the century, both WRF simulations indicate the NAM domain generally experiences less days without precipitation with the exception found along the GoC coast in the WRF-CCSM\textsubscript{0} simulations and New Mexico in the WRF-CCSM\textsubscript{BC} simulations. Regarding changes to the variability of the number of June-September dry days, a mixed signal is shown for CCSM4 with the most dramatic changes coming to the east of the SMO where a significant reduction to the variability is found. WRF-CCSM\textsubscript{0} shows a marked delineation from the eastern and western relief of the SMO with the eastern edge exhibiting less variability in the number of dry days similar to CCSM4, but the western slope shows increasing variability. For the WRF-CCSM\textsubscript{BC}, a general pattern
of decreasing variability in dry days is found across both the core of the NAM as well as the northern periphery with the exception of southern Arizona and western Texas down through the Rio Grande watershed.

Fig. 4.10 Future change to average number of June-September (JJAS) dry days (a,b,c) and percent change of the future difference relative to the historical normal dry days (d,e,f). In d, e, and f, blue colors represent increasing interannual variability, while brown colors represent decreasing interannual variability. Dry days were defined as days with less than trace precipitation (< 0.254 mm day$^{-1}$).
4 Summary and conclusion

Simply put, the motivation behind this work was to improve the current perspective on the future state of the spatial distribution, seasonality, and interannual variability of NAM rainfall. Here, using a high-resolution RCM we tested (1) the effect of improved surface interactions, and (2) the influence biased LBCs have when downscaling the NAM region. In this study, we established that spanning daily to climatological timescales, dramatic differences in precipitation patterns are produced depending on whether a coarse resolution GCM or dynamical downscaling with an RCM is used as well as whether bias correction is employed to LBCs driving an RCM.

In complex climate systems such as the NAM, we add to the growing body of evidence that GCMs such as CCSM4 are not accurately capturing all of the interactions across spatial scales—especially on the mesoscale. Ultimately, the interplay between increasing tropospheric stability (acting to suppress convection and delay NAM onset) and increasing evaporation from an accelerated hydrologic cycle (acting to enhance convective activity) dictates how the NAM will change under a global warming scenario. Working in opposite directions, the interaction between these two mechanisms must be more accurately resolved beyond what a GCM can provide before future projections to onset, duration, and intensity of the NAM season can be trusted.

Compared to the general drying trend indicated by CCSM4 and other CMIP5 models, increasing model resolution with a RCM produced a more cohesive pattern of a wetter NAM across the SMO highlands, and the southwest U.S. We argue that while GCMs
suggest large-scale tropospheric warming leads to an overall drying trend and a delayed NAM, these models at best suppress the effects from the local enhancement to surface evaporation, and at worst even neglect this effect in some areas (i.e. immediately downstream of the unresolved GoC). When downscaling, the improved surface representation increased regional evaporation and better described low-level moisture transport driven by the land-sea temperature gradient. However, original CCSM4 LBCs provided the RCM with a poorly evolving thermodynamic profile and too cold GoC SSTs. The resulting NAM mature season atmosphere contained convectively inhibiting conditions (reinforcing the suppression of convection due to warmer troposphere) and too little surface evaporation from the GoC (diminishing the destabilization of the atmosphere through reduced near-surface atmospheric moisture content). The end result of downscaling original CCSM4 output was an NAM with earlier onsets across the southwest U.S. with greater interannual variability while the core region indicated a delayed onset along the core region in Mexico with lesser interannual variability. Generally, the entire NAM showed less intense rainfall, and a reduction in the average number of dry days in the NAM season. We conclude that although a higher resolution RCM projection offers a better overall picture of NAM mechanisms, due to poor LBCs (e.g. inaccurate seasonal evolution of atmospheric static stability, and too cold GoC SSTs) simply downscaling a GCM such as CCSM4 shares similar uncertainty as the parent GCM projection.

With bias corrected CCSM4 LBCs, our end-of-the-century simulations suggest a climatological shift towards earlier onset dates, more intense daily rainfall rates and
fewer average dry days per year, resulting in a much stronger monsoon. Evidence points that this dramatic shift from both the parent and downscaled original CCSM4 projections occurred because of (1) an improved seasonal cycle of atmospheric static stability in the LBCs, allowing a more convectively favorable atmosphere, and (2) greater regional evaporation from the surrounding water bodies (e.g. GoC and GoM). These two processes created an NAM environment that was much more convectively active and shows the influential role enhanced evaporation has on future atmospheric stability.

While this work provides a scenario that increases the regional climatological water resources, evidence for more extreme year-to-year precipitation variability is a cause for concern for a fast-growing drought-susceptible population across a region that might need to endure more frequent and intense prolonged periods of drought. After seeing such stark variations between future projection of the NAM depending on modeling approach, we caution the use of GCMs to draw conclusions about how a climate system controlled by many mesoscale mechanisms such as the NAM might be affected by a warming climate. Furthermore, our findings echo comments in Bukovsky et al. (2015) that without some form of bias correction, even a dynamical downscaling approach contains large uncertainty. With that being said, bias correction techniques rely on an empirical relationship to a historical climatology. There is no guarantee that a historical climatology is representative of the future state of the climate system. However, our findings—and many previous studies—have justified the use of bias correction methods to improve confidence in future projections.
While our modeling approach certainly improves confidence in simulating the future of the NAM through a more comprehensive depiction of the interaction of mechanisms across scales, our approach was limited by computation resources to a single realization from the vast CMIP5 suite. Future work on this subject should consider the benefits of an ensemble approach to further quantify the sensitivity of the aforementioned competing mechanisms of atmospheric stability to specific model type and RCP scenario. With that said, we are confident that the role of surface evaporation and the subsequent atmospheric destabilizing effects produced when coupling bias correction and dynamic downscaling is a feature neglected by any coarse resolution GCMs independent of model type or RCP scenario.
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The NAM supplies a large percentage of the annual precipitation across the drought-prone southwest United States and Mexico. Therefore, the region’s hydrology, ecology, and socioeconomics are all highly sensitive to future changes to the spatiotemporal pattern of rainfall. Exacerbating the already water-resource-limited region are the impressive regional population growth projections, which suggest a doubling of population by the middle of the 21st century. Accordingly, regional planners and resource managers have recently advocated for advances towards more accurate seasonal predictions of NAM rainfall, as well as more reliable future regional climate projections.

Seasonal predictions for NAM rainfall are partially relying on the various correlations between climate teleconnections such as ENSO and PDO. By influencing antecedent wintertime snowpack across the western United States, the variability in these ocean SST patterns have been shown to both directly and indirectly influence the timing of onset and seasonal intensity of the NAM by modulating how energy is partitioned through the surface energy budget. Through this connection, observations from the SNOwpack TELemetry (SNOTEL) network of the springtime peak SWE represents a unique tool to aid in the seasonal prediction of the NAM. However, our analysis of 748 sites within the SNOTEL network uncovered the propensity for a regionally systematic (and physically unrealistic) scenario where SWE outpaces measurements of AP, which we attribute to a site’s tendency for snowpack drifting/scouring. Network wide, we found forty-four
percent of all stations had at least one year with this unrealistic scenario, and sixteen percent of the network exhibited the problem at least twenty percent of their observed years. Unfortunately, several of the same regions exhibiting the highest correlation for seasonal NAM prediction also contained the greatest frequency and discrepancy between SWE and AP; mainly across the Colorado Rockies, which had the third greatest rate of occurrence out of all domains sampled. While the magnitude of the SWE uncertainty is likely not significant enough to dramatically offset the reliably of seasonal predictions on its own, our results underscore the need to account for these systematic wet-biases is SWE.

Regarding future projections of the NAM, historical evaluation for the NAM shows GCMs typically perform poorly. Despite recent advances in computing power permitting global-scale fully-coupled climate models, GCM grid scales are still too coarse to accurately describe complex terrain features and coastlines. Because of this issue and others inherent to GCM model design, the seasonality and magnitude of the NAM convective environment, and thus the regional precipitation distribution, is poorly resolved. The poor historical performance of GCMs calls into question their ability to credibly provide a future projection of the NAM. To improve confidence in future NAM projection beyond current GCMs we tested the idea that increasing model grid resolution will improve the historical performance of the NAM. Using a higher-resolution RCM run at 20-km we found a modest improvement in the modeled historical NAM environment and precipitation fields. However, needing forcing conditions at the boundary of the RCM, biases associated with the parent GCM produced similarly poor seasonality and
intensity of the NAM. Even with higher grid resolution, NAM onset dates were, on average, 3-4 weeks too early over the core of the NAM—a result of the biased seasonality of the convective environment transmitted through the boundaries of the RCM. Likewise, biased boundary conditions suppressed the mature phase of the NAM, resulting in dry biases in July-August rainfall when compared to observations. The role of biased GCMs to limiting the advantages of higher grid resolution underscores the limiting factor when dynamically downscaling with a RCM. For this reason, we performed a second set of RCM simulations, where bias corrected boundary conditions were used to drive the model. These simulations showed marked improvements in the historical NAM convective environment and precipitation fields, with a reduction of root-mean-square-errors of August over the core of the NAM by 26% and 36% over the southwest United States when compared to the original downscaled simulations. With higher grid resolution and less biased forcing conditions, confidence in future projections increases.

As a result of increasing tropospheric stability under a warming climate, GCM’s project the future NAM to feature a delayed onset, minor increase to mature season intensity, and delayed retreat phase. On the other hand, while GCMs are limited to include more large-scale effects from global warming, using a high-resolution dynamical downscaling approach to including more of the controlling dynamics suggests the role of land surface processes on the future state of the NAM are likely understated in GCMs. In fact, comparing both original and bias-corrected downscaled simulations with the parent GCM exposes the potential for land surface and mesoscale mechanisms to overpower the large-scale warming tropospheric mechanism responsible for suppressing convection in
These higher-resolution simulations showed a reversal of NAM trends towards earlier onset dates and more intense seasonal- and daily-scale precipitation was produced. Plagued by biased boundary conditions, the reversal in trends produced by the original downscaled simulations was limited to primarily the southwest United States and the highlands of the SMO, with much of the core of the NAM remaining consistent with the parent GCM trends. After bias-correction, a much more apparent and spatially cohesive reversal of NAM trends across the entire NAM domain was produced.

Analysis into the cause for such dramatic reversal in trends highlighted the role low-level atmospheric moisture plays regarding atmospheric stability and convection. While GCMs show greater tropospheric stability from a warming atmosphere, these models struggle to capture the spatial extent of the Gulf of California (GoC)—the primary moisture source for the NAM. When including the effects from warmer SSTs increasing surface evaporation, the RCM improves the interaction between the competing mechanisms of a warmer troposphere (suppressing convection) and increased low-level moisture (enhancing convection). When including the destabilizing effects of increasing low-level moisture, the result of the improved interaction between these competing mechanisms is the reversal from the original GCM drying trend. Additionally, with a better representation of the land-sea temperature gradient, mesoscale circulation features and the resulting onshore moisture transport is more accurate; a mechanism that strengthens in the future simulations.
This study highlights the deficiencies when using a GCM for future projections of climate systems driven by processes beyond the resolvable scales. Furthermore, this study underscores the need for bias correction on GCM data before dynamically downscaling, as biases in the seasonality and intensity of phenomena such as the NAM can greatly limit any advantages through higher resolution RCMs. The result when combining a higher resolution RCM with bias-corrected boundary conditions is a more historically accurate season cycle for the NAM with improved land surface interactions and mesoscale mechanisms.

The improved modeling techniques used for this study indicates the potential for a future NAM that climatologically, brings additional water resources over the historical normal. However, the increase in overall seasonal precipitation totals—while good news compared to current GCM projections of a dryer NAM—is overshadowed by the inter-model consistency for increasing interannual variability across a region already susceptible to extreme and persistent drought. Additionally, increases to extreme rainfall events suggests the region will become more susceptible to flooding and economically challenging conditions during the NAM season.

Future studies aiming to further improve upon these results should consider the following. First, being limited to only evaluating a single set of GCM output constrains the ability of this study to quantify the uncertainty that a larger ensemble modeling approach is better suited for. Second, while the 20-km model resolution in the RCM is substantially greater than the parent GCM, a convective environment such as the NAM
can always benefit from increased resolution. Future studies would ideally begin to
approach the explicit convective resolving scales. Third, while this study simulated a
sufficiently long period of time to compare the climatological characteristics of changes
to the NAM, the disconnect between historical and future periods leaves some ambiguity
on when projected changes occur, and whether those changes occur quickly, or are more
relaxed.
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